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FROM THE EDITOR
Leroy (" Satchel") Paige, that lege nda ry baseball pitcher
w ho was as qui ck w ith a quip as he was with a pitch, o nce
suggested: "Don' t look back. Somethin g may be gaining o n
you. " Good advice to remember from th e late, g reat Hall o f
Fame hurler. Yet with this issue of Lawrence Today we ca n' t
help but ignore it, a nd with good reason.
Starting on page tw el ve, we share excerpts from the first
cha pter of Professor Emeritus Charles Breunig's recently
published book, "A Great and Good Work": A History of
Lawre11ce Uni versity, 1847-1 964.
" It's been an enjoyable project," sa id Breunig, w ho will be
on hand durin g Reunion Weekend to talk about his work
and to autogra ph books. "One ad vantage that I had in doing
my research was tha t most of the mate rial s I needed we re
right here in the college's archives."
Helping to sort throu gh the hi story was archi vist Carol
Butts, the college's keeper of th e precious as well as th e cryp·
tic, which you'll di scover with th e profile of Miss Butts on
page fifteen. " I have a sense of hi story," said Miss Butts, w ho
officially " retired" last yea r bu t still wo rks ha lf-da ys. "Wha t I
bring to th e university is memori es."
Not onl y me mories, Miss Butts, but we ll·organized
memories.
Of course, to a large extent, Paige was ri ght. The college
mu st look to th e future, which is why the admissions offi ce
moved quickly to join a new inte ra cti ve computer program
call ed College View to assist in stud ent recruitment.
"Coll ege View has let us be proacti ve instead of reactive,"
Susa n Dea n, di rector of admissions, said. " It's exciting for
Law rence to be part of thi s cha rter group tha t allows u s to be
on the leading edge of student recruitment." Our cover story
{page six), by new staff member Melinda Mooty, examines
Coll ege Vi ew and other recruitment strategies.
Combinin g both an appreciation for the past and a
res ponsibility to the future, New York Times critic Paul
Goldberger's thou ght·provoking co nvocati on speech begi ns
on page twe nty-three. A Pulitzer Prize winner, Goldberger
ma kes th e case th at "archHecture is about the long haul. It's
here to say tha t somethin g th at ma tte red yesterda y still mat·
ters today, and more important, will still matter tom orrow."
The sa me can be said for the college. And we think you' ll
find th at tru e in thi s issue of Lawrence Today.

Paul Kenn ed y
Editor, Lawrence Today
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I N S I D E LAWRENCE
Amasterful doss
The day following her benefit
recital as part of the Performing
Arts at Lawrence, mezzosoprano Marilyn Horne spent
nearly four hours sha ring
singing techniques and her
experiences in the opera world
w ith more than 200 students,
faculty, and guests during a
master class in Harper Hall last
January.
The six students who
performed for Horne were given
a discriminating hearing by the
Grammy award winner,
with suggestions on
how to improve and
her candid opinions
about what it takes to
succeed as a professional singer. The
students were Gina
Carleton, Mark
Uhlemann, Elizabeth
Hillebrand, Marci
Russell, KrisAnne
Weiss, and Angela
Clark.
Music Professor John

Long-term plans regarding the
325-acre Scandinavian country
estate in Baileys Harbor,
Wisconsin, and the seminar program w ill be discussed after the
settlement p rocess is complete.
Because a settlement is
unlikely soon, Bjorklunden
Seminars will not be offered this
season. As in the past, the
chapel, which was not damaged
in the fire, w ill be available for
weddings and other special
services. Also, public tours will
be extended to four afternoons
a week.

Koopman, who writes
Mnrily11 Horne works with KrisA1111e Weiss.
for several international
Below's organ pieces published
opera magazines, called H orne's
Professor of Music Robert
visit to Lawrence a "historic
Below, who considers himself a
event."
"very part-time organist," has
"It's a tribute to the college
had his Eight Preludes for Organ
that we can attract someone of
published by Augsburg of
her stature," Koopman said.
Minneapolis. Composed in
"She's a powerful ambassador, a
1989-90, the published works are
monumental performer."
designed for church use and
based on hymn tunes.
Bjorklunden fire update
The pieces include: God Rest
Since the fire that seriously
Ye Merry, The First Nowell, and
damaged Bj6rklunden lodge last
Urbs beata Jerusalem. Below,
August, the college has been
whose first interest is piano, fills
working with its insu rance
in from time to time as organist
carrier to settle the claim.

at All Saints' Episcopal Church,
App leton.
"This is the first thing I've
had published besides anthems,
so I was very happy to see them
in print," said Below w hose
other com positions include a
number of choral pieces, five of
which have been published.
"You write these things and you
want them to be heard. This will
make it possible that they will be
played and heard all over the
country."
Below has donated a copy of
Eight Preludes to the Seeley G.
Mudd Library.

Comprehensive fee increases S%
Lawrence students face a
comprehensive fee of more than
$21,000 for the 1994-95 school
year, a 5 percent increase over
this year.
The $21,144 fee breakdown:
$17,163 for tuition; $2,079 for
board; $1,812 for room (including telecommunications charges);
and a $90 student activity fee.

Longley awarded distinguished
Fulbright choir in Hungary
Lawrence Longley, professor
of government, has been
awarded a distinguished
lectureship by the Fulbright
Scholar Program. Longley was
named the john Marshall Chair
in Political Science at the
Budapest University of
Economics in Budapest,
Hungary.
The distinguished lectureship,
one of only two chairs awarded
this year in Central a nd Eastern
Europe, is considered the most
prestigious honor in the

I N S I D E lAWRENCE
Fulbright program worldwide.
Longley will spend the
1994-95 academic year teaching a
course in U.S. government and
political institutions for fourthand fifth-year students. He also
will serve as a faculty adviser to

twelve chapters of books, and
more than fifty journal articles
dealing with reform of the U.S.
electoral college, congressional
bicameralism, presidential
elections, and comparative
constitutional change. Last May,
Longley directed an international
conference in Paris that centered
on the role of legislatures and
parliaments in newly democratic
and democratizing regimes.

Joyce's Michelangelo premieres

Lawrence Longley

university and political science
department leaders concerning
curriculum development and
professional enrichment.
"This is an exceptional
opportunity, and I'm excited
about it, both from a personal
standpoint and for the recognition it brings to Lawrence in

having a faculty member invited
to make this kind of contribution
to the political development of
new democracies," Longley said.
"This award will allow me
to reflect upon American politics
in a cross-national perspective.
I'll have the opportunity to
communicate to foreign scholars
concerned with democratizing
processes, the American
experience, and some of our
history, both favorable and
painful."
A member of the Lawrence
faculty since 1965, Longley has
been an active scholar of
American political institutions.
He has written nine books,

Professor of Music John
Koopman has witnessed much
during his thirty-four years of
teaching at
Lawrence, yet
he still marvels
at what junior
music major
Brooke joyce
has accomplished.
"This is an
extremely
unusual
young man,"
Koopman said
of joyce. "There
aren't many
undergraduates
anywhere who
have written an Brooke Joyce
opera and have had it performed
by their school."
Yet that is exactly what joyce,
a theory-composition major, has
done. joyce collaborated with
Fred Gaines, associate professor
of theatre & drama, on
Michelangelo, an opera in one act.
Joyce wrote the music and
Gaines wrote the libretto for the
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opera that premiered in late
April in the Cloak Theatre of the
Music-Drama Center.
Koopman said it was the first
time Lawrence has performed a
student-written opera. He called
the opera "suave, contained, a
subdued kind of thing, and
rather elegant. If you were
talking to classical musicians,
they might say it sounds like
Philip Glass."
Joyce said the experience was
the greatest challenge of his
academic life.
"I've never really set this
much text to
music before,"
said Joyce who
wrote a musical while in
high school in
East Lansing,
Michigan.
"It was a
challenge just
to keep things
fresh and new.
And of course,
working with
Fred was a real
thrill because I
respect him as
a director and
a playwright. It
was really a
once-in-a-lifetime experience."
As Joyce explained, the opera,
inspired by Poe's Masque of the
Red Death, deals with "two
people who have come to the
end of a relationship and must
come to terms with themselves
and their own separate fates."

I N S I D E lAWRENCE

Gwendolyn Brooks

Brooks brings life to poetry
There is no secret to it.
Gwendolyn Brooks, the first
black recipient of the Pulitzer
Prize for poetry, knows exactly
where good poetry comes from:
life.
"Poetry can come from everywhere," said Brooks during her
February convocation speech at
Memorial Chapel. "Poetry comes
from everyday street conversations, from all kinds of sounds,
from things that move you. The
only requirement is that it has to
be honest. It has to speak the
truth to the people, else there is
no point in putting pen to
paper
Brooks has been putting pen
to paper ever since she was a
child growing up on Chicago's
south side, a place she immortalized in her 1950 Pulitzer Prizewinning poem, Annie Allen.
Brooks's surroundings are the
basis of much of her writings,
earning plaudits for her
revelations of the African
experience in America, particularly her sensitive portraits of

black women.
Brooks credits her parents for
instilling a sense of beauty and
joy in her life.
"My dad was a janitor and
my mother was a teacher. She
was the kind of mother who met
me at the door, wearing a crisp
white apron, and asked me
'What did you learn in school
today?' If that's how you
remember your childhood, you
are one of the fortunate ones."
The recipient of more than
seventy honorary doctorates,
Brooks has held the post of Poet
Laureate of Illinois since 1968,
succeeding the late Carl
Sandburg. In 1985, Brooks was
the first black woman named
Consultant-in-Poetry to the
Library of Congress, visiting and
encouraging people in schools,
prisons, hospitals, and drug
rehabititations centers through
literature.

Grants aid physics project
The physics department has
been awarded nearly $300,000 in
grants. A $250,000 W. M. Keck
Foundation grant and a $48,777
National Science Foundation
grant wi ll support program
development in both theoretical
and experimental physics.
The project, under the
direction of David Cook,
professor of physics and the
Philetus E. Sawyer Professor of
Science, will enable Lawrence to
purchase additional hardware
for its computational physics,
condensed matter physics,
materials science, surface
physics, and non-linear optics.
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This project is part of a
broader departmental plan to
introduce culminating capsto ne
experiences for its senior physics
majors, permitting them to
integrate and extend their study
of physics in an individuallytailored program during their
final year of study. Many

David Cook

Lawrence physics majors already
pursue research projects during
the academic year or over the
summer, often in collaboration
with their faculty mentors.
"We are, or course, immensely grateful to the Keck
Foundation and the National
Science Foundation for their
strong endorsements of the
proposed improvements to our
physics program," Cook said.
"In addition to the tremendous
amount of high-tech equipment
these grants will provide ou r
computatio nal physics and
advanced laboratories, we're
most excited about the potential
of the new equipment to increase
the number and variety of
sophisticated senior-level
independent study projects
undertaken by our students."

I N S I D E LAWRENCE
Spanish department helps
revive scholarly journal
Members of the college's
Spanish department have played
a major role in reviving one of
the leading bilingual journals in
the United States. Professor
Hugo Martinez-Serros and
Assistant Professor jose Sanjines,
both of the Spanish department,
served as associate editors for
Point of Contact, which over
the years has featured some
of the most prestigious and
renowned Latin American
writers and artists.
After an eleven-year
hiatus, Point of Contact
resurfaced last April
with an issue titled
"The Americas
Baroque," based on
a symposium" American
Baroque/Baroque American: 500
Years" - held at Lawrence.
Sanjines contributed an article
for Point of Contact. His piece,
"Tango: A Metaphor of
Collaborative Art," examined a
walk-in panel book featuring the
work of artist Nancy Graves and
Pedro Cuperman called Tango.
The piece premiered at the
Wriston Art Center during the
symposium.
Sanjines is in the midst of
having his book, Promenades on

the Horizon: Semiotic Frontiers in
the Stories of Julio Corttizar,
published. Cort3zar, one of the
greatest modern Latin American
authors, is famous for such
books as the Pulitzer Prizewinning Hopscotch and Blow-Up.
"Although he may not be as

well known as Gabriel Garcia
Marquez is presently, Cort3zar
was a very important and
influential writer in the 1960s
and 1970s," Sanjines said. "He
has been called the liberator of
Latin American writers."

River. His fishing companion is
Corry Azzi, professor of economics, who goes by the name Curry
in the story.
Russian author Ivan
Turgenev's Sportsman's Sketches
and William Faulkner's The Bear
are Yatzeck' s writing models,
though he admits his own
writing "has never come anywhere near them." Yatzeck
confesses to a lifelong love affair
with the outdoors. His stories
have appeared in The Turkey

Hunter, Gray's Sporting ]oumal,
and Wisconsin Outdoor journal.

Klebesadel named president of
national art caucus

Yatzeck's fishing tale published
Richard Yatzeck admits to
being a bit of an anomaly. "I
should be publishing articles on
Russian author Aleksandr
Pushkin, not hunting and fishing," joked Yatzeck, professor of
Slavic language and literature.
Instead, Yatzeck, who has led
six student trips to Eastern
Europe and the former Soviet
Union and taught in Russia in
1991, recently had one of his outdoor short stories published in

Harvest Moon: A Wisconsin
Outdoor Anthology. Yatzeck's
contribution to the book, "Strong
Brown God," concerns a late
March fishing trip on the Wolf

Helen Klebesadel, assistant
professor of art, has been elected
president of the national
Women's Caucus for Art. The
WCA is a twenty-year-old,
multi-disciplinary organization
dedicated to the task of raising
the visibility of women in the
visual arts.
Klebesadel came to Lawrence
in 1990. An artist working in
several media
making,
;=~;;.::;;,~
and timebased art
forms), she
is among
the national leaders
of the
women's
art movement. A
frequent
Helen Klebesadel
object of
critical interest, Klebesadel's
work has been exhibited widely
for nearly fifteen years.
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By Melinda Mooty

T:

he news sounded
promising at first. Experts
were predicting the first upswing
in the number of high school
graduates since the figures
plummeted fifteen years ago. The
reason for the initial enthusiasm
is that more graduates mean
more college candidates.
But at second glance,
admissions officials at small
liberal arts colleges like Lawrence
realized there was little reason
for cheer.
Although the number of high
school graduates is expected to
rise 34 percent nationwide by the
year 2009, the upper Midwestwhere Lawrence draws 70 percent of its students-will see the
smallest increase of any region,
15 percent. By comparison, the
West will increase faster than any
other region (65 percent) during
the time period, followed by the
South/ Southcentral (29 percent),
and Northeast (25 percent).
The 16 to 25 percent increase
in high school graduates expected
in Wisconsin is largely attributed

------------

Lawrence Embarks
on High·Tech Search
for New Students

to a surge in minority
and low-income
students-neither of
which rank among Lawrence's
most likely applicants.
" It doesn' t suggest we' ll see
an increase just because of the
overall numbers," said Steve
Syverson, dean of admissions
and financial aid. "Most people
who are knowledgeable would
indicate they expect the primary
pool we draw from will roughly
be flat. So we don' t look at this as
any panacea."
Instead, Lawrence admissions
officials are turning to technology, beefing up publications, and
broadening their recruiting net.

Fingertip college search
Lawrence is on the ground
floor of a technologically
advanced university guidebook
called CollegeView to assist in
its student recruitment. The
interactive computer program
designed by Lawrence graduate
Jim Brouwer, '77, puts information about the college at the
fingertips of high school students
nationwide.
The multimedia program for
CD-ROM users allows students
to sift through 1,600 four-year
colleges in a matter of minutes.
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The computer asks students to
narrow their college search by
entering preferences for location,
size, majors, extracurricular
activities, and other options.
The computer cross checks
the interests against the offerings
of schools in the database,
producing a list that dramatically
reduces the number of colleges
for the student to consider.
Students can then look at
presentations by specific colleges
to find out about financial aid,
athletics, majors, faculty, housing,
and just about any other area of
interest.
"CollegeView talks to kids
and parents," Brouwer said.
"It boils down the horrible,
initial search time to find a
college. Now you can cut to the
chase. You don't have to spend
95 percent of your time searching
through paper to find the right
college and 5 percent of your
time reviewing the colleges
you like."
The format for CollegeView is
similar to college guidebooks like
Barron's, but instead of a ppearing
as a book it displays information
on a computer screen. The service
is available in 100 high schools
and should be in 1,500 by fall.
Because Lawrence was in on
early discussions of the program,
it is one of only a handful of
colleges that have audio and
video presentations on
CollegeView. That means a
student in California can watch a

INFORMAT/0

IGHWAY
With CollegeView's Fullview
feature, students mn dismver
lawrence's departments,
lo<ilities, and unique qualities
during their on-sueen "tour."
Students mn watch videos and
listen to audio dips of students,
faculty, and stall.

CollegeView, an electronic
wllege information network,
allows students to search
through a listing of 1,600
lour-year wlleges to lind
schools that meet their needs.

CollegeView offers students
spedli< information about
lawrence, induding amdemi<s,
admission requirements, and
extro-wrriwlor activities.
Students mn toke home o
printout of those facts to shore
with their parents.

lnfoZop, exdusive to
CollegeView, mnnectsstudents
to the lawrence admissions
olli<e so they mn make
spedli< requests. Then lawrence
mn send students information
tailored to their interests.

CollegeView helps lawrence showmse
why it's one of the best small, liberal
arts wlleges in the notion. The computer
presentation allows potential students to
touch o button and learn about
lawrence's outstanding Freshman
Studies program, Honor Code, and
popular double-degree program.

7

"!think some people may

'l1le Mall Behiml CollegeVlew
Jim Brouwer has come full circle.
Brouwer received a bachelor's degree
in psychology from Lawrence in 1977.
And now that liberal arts education has
laid the groundwork for the birth of his
multimedia company-CollegeViewthat helps colleges like Lawrence target
potential students nationwide.
"Since I graduated, I've said this over and
over," Brouwer said. "The biggest thing I
Jim Brouwer, 77
ever learned at Lawrence was how to learn.
There are only a few people at CollegeView
who are doing jobs in an area where they received a degree. I
would encourage anyone and everyone to get a liberal arts
education, because it makes you more well-rounded.•
Brouwer said his interest in college enrollment began the year
he graduated. He was offered a job in the Lawrence admissions
office to analyze statistical data about trends in enrollment figures.
The Cincinnati resident turned the job down to work in his
father's retail shoe business. Brouwer eventually left the family
busines& and went to wor.l< for Convergent Technologies, now a
part of Unisys, in the building materials industry.
But in 1990, Brouwer returned from his wife's college reunion
in Michigan with the idea to start a multimedia company that
would bring the computer age to college admissions. Within a
year, he started Catalyst Communications, which eventually
became CollegeView Partners.
-by Melinda Mooty
s hort computer video of
Lawrence students studying at

the Seeley G. Mudd Library,
performing in the Conservatory
of Music, or undertaking an
experiment at the Laser Palace in

Youngchild Hall.
"There's an intimacy the
students seem to respond to with
this that you're not going to get
out of a hard publication," said
Susan Dean, director of admissions. " 1 think it plays right into
the counseling aspect of college
admissions. It helps students find

the right match."
Students using CollegeView at
their high school can fill out
admission application forms on
the computer screen. At night,
after perspective students have
gone home, the high school
computer dials into the
CollegeView network and
downloads the names and
addresses of interested students.
Within minutes, the CollegeView
computer can forward that
information electronically to the
appropriate college.
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lament the demi se of pen and
ink, but we have to recognize that

we're talking to 16 and 17 year
olds for w hom this is common,"
D ean said. "We have to speak to
them in their language to at least
get them interested."

Dean said CollegeView will
allow Lawrence to be seen by
students w ho live too far away to
v isit campus or students who

attend high schools that
Law rence admissions officials do
not visit. Currently, Lawrence

officials visit between 500 to 600
high schools a year.
joya Rajadhyaksha, a
Lawrence freshman, said
CollegeView would have made
her college search easier. The
English major graduated from
high school in Bombay, India,
and a pplied only to colleges she
heard abou t from friends.
She said the audio and v isual
displays would have allowed her
to look at campuses she did n't
know existed and couldn't have
visited. Rajadhyaksha said the
prog ram also would have let her
search for colleges based on her
major, w hich she couldn't do
w ith some guidebooks.
"CollegeView won't replace
the v isits we're doing now," said
Syverson, who is on the
CollegeView advisory board.
"But it allows us to get information out to students in a more
contemporary format. ln some
ways, just being on the system
also positions Lawrence as being
technologically sophisticated and
forward-thinking."
Brouwer cam e up w ith the
idea for CollegeView after

attending a reunion in 1990 with
his wife at Albion College in
Michigan where alumni were
upset more students didn't know
about the small college. "A light
bulb just went on," he said.
The Wauwatosa, Wisconsin,
native spent the next three years
writing and perfecting the
program he launched nationwide
in 1993.

1,120 visited the campus and 325
enrolled.
To generate more interest, the
college is producing a new
twelve-minute video that will be
sent to potential students this fall.

Other recruiting tools
Aside from College View,
Lawrence is increasing its market
research and the quality of its
publications to draw more
students. Syverson said research
allows Lawrence to better target
potential students and cut the
cost of recruiting.
In the past, recruiting efforts
by most colleges have been a
mass marketing event. Lawrence,
like most liberal arts colleges,
sends out anywhere from 60,000
to 100,000 initial letters to
students whose names come
from testing agencies and other
sources. The result is that academically superior students are
bombarded with hundreds of
pamphlets from colleges during
their junior and senior years of
high school.
Syverson said last year the
college did extensive research on
the type of students interested in
Lawrence and was able to trim
its mailing list based on the
results. He said admissions officials also use the telephone more
in recruiting efforts to determine
the interest level of potential
students. Of the 13,450 high
school seniors who made
inquiries to Lawrence last year,

Steve Syverson and Su san Dean

Finding its niche
Lawrence also has continued
to strengthen its place in the
college market. Syverson said the
Conservatory of Music, the
college's Honor Code, and the
Freshman Studies program all
make the institution distinct.
Lawrence has the only
conservatory at a liberal arts
college in the United States dedicated exclusively to educating
undergraduates.
Syverson said the admissions
office stresses the college's Honor
Code, because it symbolizes the
trust between faculty and
students. Students like the
non-threatening environment
it creates.
Freshman Studies merits
emphasis because in exposing
students to classics in literature,
the sciences, and philosophy,
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it exemplifies the college's
commitment to the principals of
a liberal education.
"We pitch ourselves as a
rigorous, uncompromising, but
nurturing academic environment
for the pursuit of a liberal arts
education or a professional
degree in music," Syverson said.
A Wall Street Journal
publication recently ranked
Appleton among the top ten
medium-size cities in the nation
for college graduates to launch
their careers. The Fiske Guide to
Colleges noted, "(At Lawrence),
classes are small, interests are
broad, opportunities are
endless."
Syverson said Lawrence also
offers an international air by
promoting overseas studies and
maintaining a strong foreign
student population. Since 1986,
the number of internationa l
students has increased from
3 percent to 10 percent of the
total enrollment.
Lawrence will continue to be
a presence in the college market,
Syverson said, because of its
unique qualities and dedicated
faculty.
"I think the key is to continue
to show people the excellence
and va lue of the educational
experience here," Syverson said.
"To whatever extent the institution can become more cost
efficient and slow the rate of
rising tuition, that's important.
But you don't want to sacrifice
quality. I think people recognize
true quality and are willing to
pay for it."

Director of jazz Studies Ken
Schaphorst was walking with his
nephew one moonlit night when,

he recalls, the child "started
jumping up and down for no
particular reason. I asked him
why he was doing that, and he
said 'The moon is my friend.' "
The boy said he knew the moon
was his friend because when he
jumped up and down, the moon
jumped, too.
"That just stayed with me,"
Schaphorst said.
When his third CD came out
this spring on Accurate Records,
it was entitled When the Moon
Jumps, as was one of the seven
pieces on it. The composition
entitled "When the Moon jumps"
jumps like his nephew. It's soft,
then suddenly loud, low then
suddenly high. Melodies
sketched by individual
instruments are then restated
by the ensemble. The intricate
percussion tracks laid down by
the Ken Schaphorst Ensemble's
two drummers, one of them
Associate Professor of Music
Dane Richeson, give the song an
Afro-Latin feel. The brass parts,
meanwhile, recall in places the
"Birth of the Cool" sound of the
late '40s Miles Davis/Gil Evans
coUaboration.
Richeson's involvement was
by no means the only Lawrence
connection to Schaphorst's
project. Professor of Music and
Director of the Wind Ensemble

Ken Schaphorst

Robert Levy played trumpet on
the record, as did john Carlson,
'83, of the Boston-based jazz
group Either / Orchestra. The
recording session was engineered

by Larry Darling, '75, and the
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master recording itself was made
in the new digital recording
studio of the Conservatory of

Music. The CD might, in short, be
as reasonably entitled "Blue
Viking."
Schaphorst' s two earlier

recordings, Making Lunch (1989,

JCA Records) and After Blue
(1991, Accurate Records) both
featured the Ken Schaphorst Big
Band, an eighteen member
organization that developed quite
a following in the Boston area a
few years back, and was hailed
by the Boston Phoenix as "the
most interesting and contemporary large ensemble to come out
of Boston in recent years." The
newly-minted Ken Schaphorst
Ensemble has ten members, all of
them formerly of the big band,
except the two drummers.
How about the smaller size?
"]liked it," Schaphorst said. "I
always feel with any band that I
have to keep everyone happy.
Every band leader tries to do
that." He found it hard with a big
group because "I like long solos."
With a smaller group, Schaphorst
said, "I feel less pressure to
entertain the people not taking
solos. And the soloists feel a little
freer to develop

more sustained ideas."
The new ensemble features
two trumpets, two saxophones
(alto and tenor), trombone, piano,
bass, guitar, and the two percussionists, who took turns on the
drum kit and contributed
additional percussion. As on his
earlier recordings, Schaphorst
played nothing; he conducted,
arranged, and wrote music.
Two pieces on the recording
are by other composers. One he
calls "my weird arrangement" of
Jerome Kern's" All the Things
You Are," a standard . The other
is Dizzy Gillespie's "Con Alma."
The latter piece takes nice
advantage of the smooth
interplay between the piano,
bass, and drums of John Medeski,
Chris Wood, and Billy Martin,
who record as a group on
Grammavision Records.
The remaining cuts are all by
Schaphorst. "Checkered Blues," a
Mingus-influenced number,
opens with a fine bass solo and
features gritty blues guitar by
John Dirac. "Stomping Ground"
is built around a modal guitar
figure interestingly embellished
with piano improvisations by
Medeski. "Perfect Machine" is
a frenetic number featuring both percussionists on
drum kits. Schaphorst
wrote that number late at
night after a lengthy battle
to get his son Zach to
sleep.
The last
cut on the
CD is a
piano
concerto

entitled "John Medeski."
Commissioned by the National
Endowment for the Arts, the
concerto premiered at Lawrence
on May 29, 1992, at a performance featusing Medeski and
the Lawrence University Jazz
Ensemble. It has three movements, "Flowing," "Standing
Still," and "Flying." Schaphorst is
partial to "Standing Still," which
features a tender, bluesy solo by
Medeski.
"Ken manages to blend the
challenge of ensemble writing
with creating improvisational
space," Levy said. "Like Duke
Ellington, he writes around the
musical personalities of his
players."
'Tm always telling my
students," Schaphorst said, "that
if there's anything that separates
a jazz composer from another
kind of composer, it's that jazz
composers are collaborators.
When you stop collaborating,
you stop being a jazz composer.
"With this CD I didn't want
my composing to be center stage.
I worked to create opportunities
for the musicians to improvise. I
wanted the compositions to be
transparent."
So they are. Keep your eyes
open while you listen and you
just might see the moon.
Jumping.

To order Ken Schaphorst's
When the Moon Jumps, or his
other two COs, contact North
Countn; Distributors, Cadence
Building, Redwood, NY 13679,
or call1-315-287-2852.

I BOOKS

'A Great and
Good Work'
Excerpts from the new book

A History of Lawrence University
By Charles Breunig

I

n late 1845 or early 1846,
Amos Adams Lawrence,
a Boston m erchant and
philanthropist who had
recently com e into possession of
almost five thou sand acres of
land on the Fox River in the
Wisconsin Territory, wrote to his
agent in Green Bay:
"I have been thinking ... of
the establishment of an institu·
tion of learning or college on the
. . . land, and there seems to be a
good opportunity, not only for
improving the m orals and the
sta ndard of education in that
vicinity, but also of conferring a
lasting benefit on a portion of our
countrymen who most need it."
Such were the avowed
motives of the man w ho made
the offer of land and a gift of
$10,000 that resulted in the
establishm ent of Lawrence
University in 1847.
Amos Lawrence's father, who
shared in the origi nal negotia-

Amos Adams l.nwrence

tions for the land, provided a
further insight into the Lawrences'
reasons for the offer when he
expressed the hope that the
institution might some d ay
becom e" an Oxford or Cambridge
that shall be the glory of
Wisconsin." To these New
Englanders w ho had looked
originally to the English universities for their inspiration, men's
colleges on the Eastern seaboard,
such as Harvard, would provide
the model for the new college on
the frontier.
But those on the spot, w ho
undertook the actual struggle to
bring the college into being, held
different ideas on the purposes of
the new institu tion. In the words
of the Reverend WiJHam Sampson,
first principal of Lawrence, the
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college should be a place "for
both male and female students
where each and all should be
entitled to equa l educational
adva ntages," an egalitarian view
undoubtedly sha ped by the
frontier experience.

Amos Adams Lawrente
The younger Amos Lawrence
attended H arvard College where
he was a member of the class of
1835. He appears not to have
been a particularly diligent
student. Indeed, because of this
peripheral involvem ent during
his first year in a "gunpowder
plot" that resulted in a n explosion and " the refrageration of
d ivers windows and the
demolition of much movable
stuff" he was temporarily

"rusticated" under the supervision of a private tutor in the
nearby towns of Bedford and
Andover.
Despite this inauspicious
beginnin~ the young Lawrence
went on to graduate and entered
business for himself as a commission merchant. The firm he and
a partner eventually founded
became very successful as the
selling agency for several
important textile mills. He also
ventured independently into the
manufacture of textiles, his most
important plant being the
Ipswich Mills, which specialized

0

f the estimated 900
colleges founded in
the United States
before the Civil War,
Lawrence University is one of
about 180 to survive. The college
has not only endured, according
to historian Charles Breunig, it
has thrived.
"I think Lawrence has become
one of the finest liberal arts
colleges in the country," said
Breunig, the author of "A Great
and Good Work": A History of
Lawrence University, 1847-1964.
"It's perhaps not as well known
as some others but I think its
reputation has grown steadily."
Breunig, the former David G.
Ormsby Professor of History and
Political Economy, who retired in
1986 after thirty-one years of
teaching modem European
history at the college, likes what
he sees today at Lawrence. "We
are in one of the most encouraging periods of the history of the
institution," he said. "We're
drawing a very good caliber of

in the fabrication of cotton
hosiery and other knit goods.
This enterprise became highly
profitable as the largest manufacturer of knit goods in the country.

Humble beginnings
The first college buildingdestroyed by fire in 1857-was a
three-story structure with an
attic, topped by a cupola or
steeple. Its thirty-three rooms
were heated by small woodburning stoves for which male
students were required to chop
the wood. Henry R. Colman, '57,
son of one of the original trustees,

student here and I think the
faculty is excellent. All of these
things, it seems to me, Lawrence
has going (or it."
Still, it's the past on which the
college' s future is built, a past
with which Breunig became
intimate while working off and

Professor Emeritus Clwrles Breunig

on for seven years on "A Great
and Good Work. " As part of his
research, Breunig interviewed
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and a member of Lawrence's first
graduating class, much later
recalled the building as he first
saw it in 1850:
"The first story, of stone, was
divided into a chapel, dining
room, kitchen, bedroom and
family room with two beds. The
second was occupied, except for
one recitation room, by members
of the faculty and lady students.
The third, left in "native wood,"
unblemished by jack plane or
varnish, was given to the boys .
The fourth story was at first
given up to ventilation and bats."
When Lawrence opened its

former presidents Nathan Pusey,
Douglas Knight, and Curtis Tarr,
and many retired faculty, some of
whom have been connected with
Lawrence since 1930.
Breunig ended his history of
Lawrence in 1964, the year the col·
lege consolidated with MilwaukeeDowner. "Although I don' t say
this in the book itself, my feeling
is that the period since the
consolidation is a bit recent from
the point of view of a historian,"
Breunig said. "You don't have the
perspective on it that you do on
the earlier period."
Breunig, who also wrote the
book Revolution and Reaction,
1789-1850, a volume in the Norton
history of modem Europe, has high
hopes for his latest work. "I think
the primary audience will be
Lawrence alums," he said. "But I
also think it makes a contribution
to the history of liberal arts colleges
in the United States, particularly in
the Middle West."
-l>y Paul Kennedy

doors in 1849, a faculty of five
was on hand to greet the first
pupils who enrolled. The Rev.
William H. Sampson, the principal, forty-one years old, was
listed somewhat pretentiously
(though such titles were common
in this era) as Teacher of Mental
Philosophy, Moral Science, and
Belles-Lettres. Two male and two
female teachers completed the
roster: Romulus 0. Kellogg,
Teacher of Ancient Languages
and German, twenty-two years
old; James M. Phinney, Teacher
of Mathematics and
Natural Sciences, twentyseven years old;
Emmeline Crooker,
Preceptress and Teacher
of Music, Drawing, and
Painting, thirty-two years
old, who had attended
Oberlin College where she
received a "Diploma of the
Literary Course" (the award most
often given to women instead of
the B.A.); and L. Amelia Dayton,
Assistant Teacher of Modern
Languages, about nineteen years
old, who had attended a succession of Methodist seminaries in
New York state.
All but Miss Crooker had
been trained in Methodist or
Methodist-related institutions.
So the Methodist orientation of
the University was firmly
established. It was a young
facu lty, and a faculty prepared to
sacrifice. Sampson's salary was
$500 per year; the two men
received $400 each; Miss Crooker,
$250; and Miss Dayton, $80 plus
room and board. There were to
be times in the early history of
the University, moreover, w hen

the institution failed to pay the
teachers on time or had to borrow
because of a shortage of funds.
One of the first catalogues
(1850-51) listed the names and
residences of students- fiftyeight "Gentlemen" and forty
"Ladies." By 1856, the number of
students had risen to 442---65 in
the college proper, and 377 in the
preparatory department-and
exceeded enrollment at the
University of Wisconsin, which
only twice in the 1850s numbered
more than 300 students.

around wrapped in long shawls
or big overcoats, which covered a
multitude of negligences.''
In the early years, Lawrence
shared many customs and
regulations with other Christian
colleges. Yet the strictness of its
rules may have particularly
reAected the so-called "Methodist
discipline," a code of behavior
maintained by the Church which
included all sorts of prohibitions.
The second Lawrence catalogue,
for example, listed a set of
"bylaws" w hich spelled out
disciplinary regulations.
Among these were the
following:
"A strict observance
of the Sabbath will be
required of all
students. On no account
may they go abroad into
the fields, freq uent the village, or
collect at each others' room
without permission from the
proper officers. Sobriety and
silence MUST be observed
throughout the Sabbath. No
student may attend mixed
assemblages or parties of any
kind, without permission; nor
may any gentleman and lady ride
or walk out together without
express permission. At no time
and in no case shall clamorous
noise, athletic exercises, and
smoking tobacco in the Seminary
buildings, the use of gunpowder
or fire arms on the Seminary
premises be allowed; nor shall
the use of profane or obscene
language, intoxicating drinks,
playing at games of chance, or
indulgence in indecorous conduct
be allowed in Seminary buildings
or elsewhere."

"Bold, and hazardous seems now
the location of a college upon the frontier,
in a forest ••• two hundred miles from the
nearest railroad station."
Not lor the meek or mild
Living conditions were fairly
spartan. Besides a stove, each
room was furnished with a
bed stead, tables, and wood box
for every two students, and a
chair for each. Henry Colman,
who came to Appleton with his
father in 1850, recalls his duties
during the 1850s:
"My father, unable to preach
from a broken voice, became
steward and boarded teachers
and students for $1.50 per week,
includi ng bed li nen, while the
institution threw in the room
rent. I rang the bell, carried the
green maple wood into the ladies'
hall and recitation rooms, made
fire for morning prayers at six,
when Professor Kellogg came
down with his tallow dip, read
and shivered and shivered and
prayed, while the stu den ts sat
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Women were welcome,
more or less
Lawrence not only admitted
females among the first students
in 1849 but was among the first to
graduate w omen with a college
degree. The irony, however, is
that in admitting women with
men, those on the spot were
running counter to the w ishes of
Amos Lawrence, who on several
occasions expressed his opposition to coeducation and, indeed,
to higher education for w omen .
He appears to have shared the
views of some of his male
contemporaries that higher
education was p hysically harmful
to women:
"My own impression is that
we have fallen into a great error
here in Massachusetts, of late
years, by raising the standard of
female education so high that
p hysical development has been
checked, and the constitution
weakened. Our w omen are good
scholar s, and good schoolmistresses; but they are
unhealthy and weak, and d o not
bear strong children; and w hile
we are refining the intellect, w e
are injuring the stock

Building lor the future
By 1853, the trustees apparently felt that the institution was in
good enou gh condition to
announce the inauguration of a
"College Department" with a
four-year course of study
described as "substantially the
same as that adopted at old and
well established Colleges .
Two other events of that year
enhanced the prestige of the
institution and established it on a

Main Hall1860

firmer
basis.
Edward Cooke, a
Methodist educator and minister
from Boston, was formally
inaugurated in June as the first
president of Lawrence University,
replacing Sampson, the principaL
At about the same time, the
cornerstone was laid for "the
main college build ing," a handsome four-story stone structure
erected during the year 1853-54,
and later described by the
Milwaukee Sentinel as " the largest
and best of its kind in the West."
This building, which still stands
at the heart of the campus,
originally housed classrooms,
library, chapel, offices, and male
students' dormitory rooms.
When Lawrence celebrated
its semi-centennial in 1897, a
graduate of 1872, offering the
opening address, reflected on the
origins of the University:
"Bold, and hazardous seems
now the location of a college
upon the frontier, in a forest .
two hundred miles from the
nearest railroad station."
But he went on to praise the
commitment of the institution to
" the education of youth without
distinction of sex" and the
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d eclaration of the charter that,
d espite the supervision of the
Method ist Episcopal Church,
no religious tenets or announcements of doctrine should be
required of its trustees or
professors, but only "a belief in
divine revelation." Finally, he
cited the University's commitment to the doctrine of educating
youth "on a plan broad enough
to develop the scholar" and
spoke with pride of the variety
of professions and occupations
in which Lawrence's almost 600
alumni had found distinction.
Thus, the University, founded
in 1847, entered our own
century still fulfilling purposes
proclaimed by its several
founders: a coeducational,
liberal arts college, dedicated to
providin g its students w ith a
"Christian education" and sound
moral principles.

~-'A Great and Good Work' by
Charles Breunig is available for
$19.50, plus $2.50 for shipping and
handli11g. To order, send a check
payable to Lawrence University to:
Public Affairs, P.O. Box 599,
Appleton, WI 54912-0599.
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arol Butts has done
more than study history
at Lawrence University,
she's lived it. In a career that has
spanned twenty-nine years as
assistant librarian and university
archivist, Butts has recorded
and sorted the lives of those
w ho led the college as well as
those who passed through its
hallowed halls.
Resembling a slightly neater
version of your grand mother's
attic, her office tucked away on
the third floor of Seeley G. Mu d d
Library contains the good, the
bad, and occasionally, the ugly of
147 years of Lawrence' s existence.
"I have a sense of history,"
said the diminutive Miss Butts,
w ho "retired" last summer, but
continues to work half-days.
"What l bring to the university is
me mories."
No one seems more suited for
chronicling and preserving the
life and times of Lawrence than
Butts. She graduated from
Lawrence in 1949 with a major,
not surprisingly, in history.
Butts's father earned his degree
from Lawrence in 1918. Her
mother and grandfather both
attended Lawrence. Her greatgrandfather donated money to
help pay for Lawrence's
founding. H er brother gradua ted
from Lawrence in 1956.
As Butts notes proudly,
"Lawrence is the family school."
In the archives, d warfed

among the stacks laden with
parts of the job."
attention, ready to reveal the
Her constant quest for the
articles and artifacts, folders and
fashion sense of the coolest coed
files, Butts has managed to
on campus or the secrets of being
curious produces frequent
a BMOC at the turn of the
create order out of what was
donations. Recently, a scrapbook
once chaos. Part historian, part
century. An entire shelf of bluefrom the daughter of an alumna
covered yearbooks remain a
w ho grad uated in 1920 arrived
detective, Butts can produce an
interesting fact or retrieve a
from Cyprus. The widow of longreminder of the class of 1968
boycott of the school annual.
needed document with the
time Lawrence football coach
Bernie Heselton recently
Pennants and trophies, among
deftness of a magician. Her
entrusted a three-inch thick
them a three-foot-long
pictorial displays for Reunion
scrapbook to Butts's care.
Weekend are stuff of legend. And
wooden spoon, commemorate
on more than one occasion, Butts
outstanding performances and
"Those are the things that
came to the rescue when a
noteworthy triumphs waged
make my day," Butts said.
president's speech called for that
against old rivals. Decks of
"The personal scrapbooks are
great fun."
appropriate dash of nostalgia.
playing cards backed with
It's been said Butts knows
pictures of former campus
While organizing the history
more about Lawrence University
buildings and architectural plans
of Lawrence into huge files
marked "People," "Information,"
than anyone, anywhere. Dates
for buildings that were never
and "Buildings" has been
and names of historical
significance, which roll off
Butts's profession, sharing
Part historian, part detective,
her tongue as if simply
those files has been her
Butts tan produte an interesting fact
passion.
recalling family events,
serve as testimony to that
"The archives is not
or retrieve a needed dotument with the
claim. During an
my little kingdom. It's
deftness of a magidan.
impromptu tour of the
very important for the
information to be used. It's
archives, the words "wonderful," "marvelous," and
constructed share a common final
not just the organization of the
"fascinating" punctuate her
materials, it's putting it to good
resting place. The death mask of
excited speech as Butts points out
Samuel Plantz- a cast molding of
use. I want it to be organized so
cardboard boxes of important
the former college president's
that it can be shared. It doesn' t do
documents or files containing
face-sits discreetly on a lower
any good to have all the informasecrets of some high-level
tion if you can' t find anything."
shelf at the far end of one aisle.
administrative correspondence.
Letters, some bearing postLike Sisyphus and his rock,
"It's not that I have a great
marks from the 1840s and
Butts's work is never done. "One
containing the news of
memory, but I have a memory
hundred and seventy-five boxes
Lawrence's first students, hold
of Lawrence," she explained.
of things recently came over
"I'm interested in it and intrigued
from the president's office. I'm
special significance. "Everyday I
by it."
get calls or correspondence
still sorting that and will be for
Butts's archival collections
some time."
inquiring about something or
range from treasures to the
someone," said Butts, who was
So it goes for the steward of
trivial. A white marble bust of
Lawrence memories. Each day
born in Wild Rose, Wisconsin,
but grew up in Milwaukee. "I
William Lawrence, the son of the
brings a little bit more of the past
college's founder, Amos
get a lot of genealogy related
to the present. And thanks to
Lawrence, sits sentinel-like near
questions. I enjoy answering
Butts, the future is in good hands.
the archives' chain-link entrance
letters from relatives of people
History could have no better
who attended or worked at
caretaker.
gate. Rows of yearbooks, some
Lawrence. It's one of the best
dating back to 1893, stand at
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IIN THE GALLERY I

Fancy Dancer, Judith Jourdan.
Welded metal.

Bound Woman, Hilary McLean. Acrylic.

Untitled, jennifer Lozada.
Gesso and mixed media.
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Silver Box with Moon Stone,
Renee Reimer. Silver, moonstone.

SENIOR ART EXHIBIT
A Picture of Things to Come

Untitled, Hilary McLean.
Plaster. wood.

The work of
nineteen graduating
art students will be on
display in the Wriston
Galleries through
August 13
during the annual
Senior Art Show at
the Wriston Art
Center.
"The show is
getting stronger
and stronger aU the
time," said H elen
Klebesadel, assistant
professor of art. "One
of the things we're
really proud of is the
diversity of work in this
year's show."
The art program at
Lawrence has seen
steady growth since the
opening of the Wriston
Art Center in 1989 and
the addition of several
new faculty members. ln
1990, the school had ten
art history majors and
twelve studio art majors.
Now there are seventeen
declared art history
majors and forty
declared studio art
majors.

Scar, Patrick Tassoni.
Ceramic.

Untitled, Dan Barry. Mixed media.

Self-Portrait, Patrick Tassoni. Acrylic.
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I O N THE STAGE I

A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way to the Chapel
Lawrence presents more than 100
musical events each year. In addition
to the many performances by
students, faculty, and ensembles,
Lawrence has been host to
intematianally renowned classical
music and jazz artists ranging from
Yo- Yo Ma to Wynton Marsalis.
Public events manager john Zimmer,
'89, the man behind the musical
scene, shares his sometimes odd
experiences with some of these
artists.
By john Zimmer, '89

previous season and everything
went smoothly, more or less. On
the way to the concert, however,
Mr. Stoltzman bumped his head
squeezing into the back seat of
my two-door compact car.
Stoltzman didn't complain.
Neither did his accompanist
whose bulky concert gown
filled most of the front
seat. Fortunately,
Stoltzman' s harpist
had her

E

veryone knows the stereotypes: the prima donnas,
the wrecked hotel rooms,
the bowl of M&M' s in the dressing room (brown ones
removed). Performing artists
don't have a reputation for being
calm, rational human beings,
especially at concert time. l've
been presenting concerts at
Lawrence since August 1991, but
I'm happy to say l haven' t had to
deal with an unreasonable
request yet. There have been
surprises though.
The first concert l presented at
Lawrence featured clarinetist
Richard Stoltzman. As a trumpet
player myself, I knew how to
keep calm before a concert, but I
wasn' t sure what to do for someone else. Thanks to my thorough
predecessor, I duplicated the concert preparations from the

own van. Still, just to be on the
safe side, I now spend the extra
money and rent a bigger car.
I never made any connection
between jazz music and health
food, but my experience makes
me think differently now. The
Chick Corea Elektric Band
performed for Jazz Celebration
Weekend in 1991. Their contract
included specific food requirements for each day of the week,
including NO FAST FOOD and
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NO MSG, both directives came in
bold type on the band's contract.
Saturday was Oriental day, so
they got two tables full of sushi,
egg rolls, and various entrees
from a local Japanese restaurant.
The restaurant wouldn' t deliver,
so catering immediately
became one of my
contractual" other duties

conscious Southern
California last
February. Before his
first rehearsal with
the Lawrence Jazz
Ensemble, and
after an
unsuccessful
search for fresh
carrot juice, we went to
a local deli for cappuccino. As
the woman behind the counter
dealt with his complex
instructions, he interrogated her
about the muffins on the counter.
"Is there sugar in those? Eggs?
Non-fat milk?" After three tries,
she finally created exactly what
he wanted: a triple shot of espresso in a regular-sized cup. The
health-minded Haden drank two
of the high-octane concoctions in
three hours, each laced with
enough sugar to bake a small
cake. Good thing they were made

with non-fat milk.
Some classical musicians
we've presented seem to have
opposite tastes. I am a confirmed
chocoholic and also enjoy an
occasional beer. Thus, I didn't
think twice about providing
chocolate candy bars for 23-yearold violin sensation Joshua Bell,
chocolate chip cookies for lyric
baritone Dale Duesing, '67, or
two cases of beer for the Saint
Paul Chamber Orchestra. (Only
Mr. Bell indulged before the
concert, however.)
Last January, Lawrence
presented a benefit recital with
international opera star Marilyn
Horne. In many ways this was
the most important concert I had
helped present at Lawrence.
Surprisingly, that evening Ms.
Horne was relaxed enough on the
way to the concert hall to fill me
in on that afternoon's NFL playoff scores, including a detailed
account of Dallas Cowboy

quarterback Troy Aikman's
concussion. I was relaxed, too,
confident that we had attended to
every detail.
Ms. Horne's contract was
simple. After a few phone calls
and trips to the local discount
store, I had everything we
needed: a humidifier for her hotel
room, a box of Kleenex backstage,
hot water and honey for tea, pink
spotlights, doorstops to
block the wheels of the
piano, and a few other
miscellaneous items.
One other request
had caught my eye:
"Blowers of any type
are to be turned off
during the concert. If
this is not adhered to,
Ms. Horne wiU stop the
concert until she is satisfied that the situation
has been rectified." I
asked the college's
physical plant to
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shut down the Memorial Chapel
heating system during the
concert, confident that body heat
would keep the hall comfortable.
What we didn't realize is that
shutting off the blowers also shut
off the heat in Ms. Horne's dressing room. By intermission it had
cooled off considerably.
Ms. Horne spent the twentyminute break bundled in her
mink coat next to a space heater
we had hastily provided. But
even after two hours of demanding singing (and a chilly dressing
room), she spent another hour
fielding autograph requests at the
reception immediately following
her performance.
At times like that, when everyone is smiling-the audience, the
artists, and me, of course-r
know it was all worth it.
Entertainers' requests sometimes
seem unreasonable, at first. But
we ask them to bare their artistic
souls for us, night after night. I
don' t think a chocolate chip
cookie or a warm dressing room
is too much to ask
~

I INTH ECON I

The BeAr of a
DIFpeReNt DRumMeR
By Melinda Mooty

D

ane Richeson
has gotten to
the root of rhythm.
Richeson, associate
professor of music
and director of percussion studies at
Lawrence, returned
last Decemher from a
ten-week sabbatical in
West Africa. The trip
was sponsored
through a grant from
the National
Endowment of the
Arts/ Arts
International and by
Lawrence University.
"It was my first
sabbatical and I wanted to take the time to Drumming in a new perspective, Dane Richeson.
d elve into something completely
"I organized the events to
foreign to me," Richeson said
shake the place up," Richeson
from his office in the
said with a smile. "I want to
Conservatory of Music.
keep an element of risk in the
Taking on the unknown is
atmosphere to encourage
second nature to Richeson. ln
students to do more to exercise
his ten years at Lawrence, the
their creativity. I tell students
35-year-old has staged percussion
they can do anything. All it takes
is guts and determination."
concerts at bowling alleys and
swimming pools. He even set up
Richeson took that philosophy
a friendly wrestling match
with him on his journey to
between two Green Bay Packers
Ghana. The drummer spent
on the Memorial Chapel stageOctober 9 through December 18
set to music, of course.
living and studying with
Posters commemorating those
members of the Ewe tribe in
events line Richeson's office,
Kobeyia, a remote village of 1,500
which is overflowing with
people. His instructor was
hundreds of percussion instruGodwin Agbeli, an internationalments ranging from drums to
ly recognized drummer and an
marimbas.
authority on Western African
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music and dance.
Agbeli teaches in the oral
tradition, which means there is
nothing written down and no
sheet music. Richeson said the
first days were grueling as he
dealt with a demanding teacher
and a village with no running
water, telephones, or electricity.
"Your emotions run the whole
gamut from being completely
frightened to feeling excitement
at the differences and seeing the
beauty of the landscape and the
people," he said.
Adapting to tough situations
is not foreign to Richeson. He
grew up the youngest of seven
children in a family that
produced four professional
musicians. Richeson left high
school after his junior year to
perform with his brother's jazz
band in Boston.
When the band folded a year
later, he went back for his high
school diploma and then endured
six years on welfare after
marrying and having two
children. Struggling to make
ends meet, Richeson continued
to perform whiJe earning his
bachelor's degree at Ohio State
University and his master's
degree at Ithaca College.
During that time, Richeson
performed with some of the most
respected percussionists in the
nation. Their specialties included
solo marimba performance,
orchestral percussion, drum set,
timpani, and a variety of ethnic
percussion styles. He has always
had a love for Brazilian, African,
Afro-Cuban, and Latin drumming and dancing styles.
Fred Sturm, '73, a former

Lawrence jazz studies director,
said that is what makes Richeson
the most eclectic musician he's
ever known.
"He can play everything from
African and South American
styles to American rock ' n' roll to
sophisticated jazz," said Sturm,
associate professor of jazz studies
and contemporary media at
Eastman School of Music in
Rochester, New York. "He can
jump into just about any musical
saddle and play."
But Richeson said taking on
the African drums was one of
hls toughest challenges. H e
spent four hours a day taking
instruction from Agbeli and
countless other hours practicing
on his own to memorize the
rhythmic variations in the music.
"My hands were blistered and
swollen for about three weeks,"
he said, grimacing at the
memory. "You just had to keep
hltting the drums in hopes that
your hands toughened up. I
worked on sound, technique, and
memorizing the dance rhythms."
The dedication paid off.
Richeson learned four African
dances- the Kinka, the
Atsiagbeko, the Adzogbo, and
the Gahu. He also participated in
pagan celebrations and funerals
in w hich drumming played an
integral part.
Richeson, who brought back
eight African drums, has already
begun to share what he learned
with the Lawrence community.
He formed the Kinkaviwo
African drumming ensemble to
teach students the musical
traditions he learned in Ghana.
"I want the students to see

me as someone w ho is actively
practicing what he is preaching,"
he said. "To me, that's the only
way I can motivate and inspire. I
don't believe you can teach music
on a real heart-to-heart basis
without there being a strong
respect between the student and
teacher."
Richeson said he is fascinated
by the fact that the field of
percussion transcends virtually
all cultural boundaries. That
gives the percussive arts the
depth to be a life-long learning
process, he said.
Gregory Beyer, a senior
studying percussion performance, said, "Dane is a hardworking individuaUst w ho is able
to see shapes and make art out of
thlngs most people wouldn't see
or notice."
He added that students
respect Richeson because he
continues to make a reputation
for himself as a professional
musician.
On weekends, Richeson can
often be found performing as a
solo marimbist, chamber
musician, ethnic percussionist, or
jazz drummer throughout the
Midwest and East Coast. He has
performed with such artists as
renowned composer I conductor
Lukas Foss, Grammy award-winning singer Bobby Mcferrin, jazz
legend Lionel Hampton, and jazz
trumpet great Claudio Roditi.
Richeson, who has toured
Japan twice with jazz trios, also
has played at the Montreux jazz
Festival in Switzerland, the North
Sea Jazz Festival in Holland,
and the Ravinia music festival
in Chicago. He has had his
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performances aired on C
National Public Radio, a
Wisconsin Public Radio.
recent performance with
chamber group, Express,
classical radio station in
is being rebroadcast to more
100 cities.
performing talent to attr
students and build Law
percussion department
to twelve students since
And he's done it by bei
strong mentor to his stu
Richeson has been a gu
with every major ense
campus, accompanied
and formed the Sambi
group that plays Brazilia
rhythms and has perfor
the International Dinner
Celebrate! for each of the
ten years.
The Ohio native said
to use his increased kno
ethnomusicology-the st
music of world culture
expand the percussion currt
lum at Lawrence. He sai
his African teacher, may com
Lawrence next year to perf
and work with students.
Seated at hls d esk and
rounded by photos of the
he visited, Richeson refle
hls trip. H e said studying
in the country that has in
music worldwide has been one
the highlights of his ten
Lawrence.
"I hope I can do it aga
said. " It has reinvigorate
spirit and given new life t
I'm teaching."

passionately about how build ings felt-about how we
reacted to them viscerally-and they believed that
their architecture was not successful if we found
buildings cold and indifferent, even if by some other,
more conventional standard they functioned well. To
these architects, buildings being warm and inviting
and enhancing a sense of place, making a place feel
special, was as important a part of architectural
functioning as making the plumbing work.
For the last few years I have had a broader
portfolio as a journalist,
struggling-believe me,
that is the word-with all
the arts. But I am here
today to talk about w hat
still concerns me most,
what will always be
central to my own career
as a writer and critic, and
that is architecture. Let
me, if I may, go on, for at
least a moment, about the
Wriston Art Center, or at
least use it as an occasion
to say a few words about
what architecture means,
and w hat it does not
mean, in the world in
which we now live. This
is a building that has been
d esigned w ith the
intention of having a
powerful symbolic import
for this campus-if it is
not quite to Lawrence
what the Harkness Tower
is to Yale, what the
Rotunda and Lawn are to
the University of Virginia, what Low Library is to
Columbia, it is nonetheless more than an ordinary
building: it aspires to be a physical symbol of the
institution, a kind of logo in stone. Such status for a
building is not easy to achieve; some campuses never
have anything worthy of such symbolic presence and,
sad to say, few if any buildings constructed in our
own time have managed to achieve it, at least not on
college campuses. To have such a building should be

Paul Goldberger, cultural news editor and senior
architecture critic for The New York Times, explained
his vision of architecture during a Lawrence University
Convocation at Memorial Chapel january 13. The
Pulitzer Prize-winning writer's speech, "Architecture as
a Reflection of Public Policy and Social Responsibility,"
follows:
I'm delighted to be on this campus, one place
that-for all I have spent the last eighteen years of
my life running around the
world looking at architecture-! have not until now
been lucky enough to see.
The Wriston Art Center
shows that this is a campus
that at least has some
aspirations toward architecture, toward the idea that
there is some connection
between the kinds of things
an institution builds and
the kind of place it
becomes.
Indeed, this building has
a very special quality, quite
closely related to the issues
I would like to talk about,
given that it was designed
by Centerbrook Architects,
one of the architectural
firms created by the late
Charles Moore, that extraordinary pied piper of
architecture who died (last
year] after a career of going
about the country teaching, Paul Goldberger
lecturing, and designing
buildings that were one part high art, one part funky
pleasure, and in almost every way d eeply committed to enhancing a sense of place.
If there is any real point to the Wriston Art
Center, it is that buildings are to be perceived on an
emotional level and not merely an intellectual one,
that architecture is a sensual and pleasurable pursuit
and not merely a theoretical one. Charles Moore
and his followers who built this art center cared
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to treasure it: it is a legacy, as
tangible a legacy as anything
this institution possesses.
But let me leave the whole
question of why this building
tries to do what it does, and
whether it succeeds, on the back burner for a
moment and go to a deeper issue, one that hovers,
unspoken, over all discussions of this building and
what value it
may or may not
have for this
college. Does it
make sense to
have so elaborate
a work of architecture, to devote
resources to
creating one in
this day and age?
Should we bother with such
things, in a time
of recession, in a
timeofhomelessness, a time
of AIDS, a time
of anxiety and despair? What possible good can
architecture do us? Does architecture, even good
architecture, matter?

The nature of anhitedure
It is in the nature of architecture that not only
must its art always be defended, but also its
practicality. It is attacked, it would seem, from all
sides. Why should buildings be thought of as art
when their real purpose is to give us shelter, goes
one argument. And then there is the counter to this,
which is to concede that buildings do have an
esthetic presence but to say that this esthetic
presence does nothing to make our lives any easier.
So what is the point of architecture? Is it naive to
believe that it can play any role in making a place
civilized-in making a campus livable, in making a
city decent? Architecture is not as important as
enlightened public policy, perhaps, or as a healthy

economy. It doesn't solve AIDS, or cure cancer. It is
not bread on the table, and it is not justice in the
courtroom. The Wriston Art Center does not in and of
itself teach people, though it may provide a better
environment for teaching people. But does that mean
that it cannot, in its own way, have a profound and
subtle effect on the quality of life?
These are not easy questions, in part because they
can invite easy and gUb responses. The truth is that
there is no way to
tangibly measure
the effect of
architecture on our
lives, and there is
no way even to be
certain that it can
make a demonstrable impact on the
nature of a community. Don't think I'm
going to follow up
on what I've just
said with some
platitudes and
homilies about how
wonderfully
architecture
improves the quality of life, because the fact of the
matter is that I'm not sure how much it always does.
We certainly can't count on it to do so. Architecture is
an effect of culture as much as a cause; it reflects our
values at least as much as it creates them. Surely you
feel that here at Lawrence, where something like
the Wriston Art Center not only reflects values, it
proclaims them. It tells the world something about
what you, or at least your institution, believes, or
wants to be known as believing.
And yet however virtuous the things this
institution may want to stand for may be, it is not by
any means true that a civilized society necessarily
produces a civilized architecture. There are plenty of
wonderful institutions that produce awful architecture. (I don't know that the rest of the Lawrence campus, pre-Wriston, is anything so spectacular architecturally.) There are grim similarities between a lot of
what has been built in this country and what was built

Berlin- but because of capitalist
economics, not socialist
planning."
lf the march of skyscrapers,
shutting out the sun and sky, led
this man, in his words, "to feel
Two letters, two views
rather hopeless about the esthetic future of the city,"
But if there could be any doubt that architecture
the other writer took a different tack. His categorizais a public issue-that it affects the public sensibility
tion of himseJf, it would seem, would be as more of a
and the public spirit almost as much as political and
liberal than the first writer. Yet, his concern was not
economic matters do-it carne home not that long
that the free market of real estate had too much
ago, in two letters to me. They were both long and
power, but that liberal government regulation, in
exceptionally thoughtful, and they both came from
the form of landmarks
people who were trying
protection, had stifled the
earnestly to come to
rights of property owners
terms with the forces that
Architecture is not as important
and set social values awry.
now affect our cities and
as enlightened public policy, perhaps,
His worries were
our landscape. They deal
prompted largely by the
with issues that are more
or as a healthy economy.
events surrounding Saint
connected with New
It doesn't solve AIDS, or cure cancer.
Bartholomew's Church on
York and other urban
Avenue which, in the
areas than rural places
It is not bread on the table, and it is not Park
widely publicized case
like this campus, but the
justice in the courtroom.
many of you may
underlying points they
remember, some years ago
bring home connect to
petitioned the New York
the ideas I'm grappling
City Landmarks Preservation Commission for permiswith, which is how much architecture can matter
sion to tear down the community house of its Bertram
for society.
Goodhue-designed church to erect a skyscraper. A
The names of the writers do not matter; what is
portion of the income from this real estate venture
important, though, is that both writers were troubled
would be devoted to aiding the poor. The Landmarks
by the fact that things do not seem to work as they
Commission said no to the church's initial proposal,
should. Neither writer was comfortable with the way
citing the damage the skyscraper would do to the
in which political and economic and cultural factors
landmark church complex.
now come together to create the modern city-but
"One might even go so far as to suggest that it is
their objections were completely and entirely
unforgivably arrogant to dictate to the owners of
opposite from each other.
buildings and properties what should be done with
What made these letters still more intriguing is
their resources, especially when the owners have such
that both writers felt that their perceptions were
unarguably fine things in mind" as aiding the poor,
somewhat out of character for people of their backthat second letter stated. "The idea that esthetics and
grounds. The first was from a man who described
taste and appearances-notwithstanding their
himself as "a Republican, a commuter, all in favor of
inherent benefits and qualities-come first and
Progress ... I'm against rent control, believe in profsubordinate a variety of other factors, such as 'shelter
it, and would be the last to stand in the way of needbeds and soup kitchens,' is hard to swallow."
ed development." Yet, he was writing to bemoan the
The letter concluded by asking whether liberals, by
physical condition of New York, a city he loves but
promoting landmark preservation, had not painted
finds is now looking more and more like "a big.
themselves into something of a corner so far as social
anonymous concrete vault. Soon it will look like East

twentieth century; conversely, there are plenty of
examples throughout history of beautiful buildings
being made by awful people, or for awful purposes.
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writers is right and the other wrong. Lurking behind
both letters is a more fundamental issue, and that is
erals, who on the one hand want
whether there really is any meaning in trying to
to preserve the 'quality of life
evaluate the social benefit of architecture in the way
esthetically,' while on the other
that the second writer does.
To position architecture up against bread is to
are faced with the price to be paid for this preservation in terms of a sacrifice of 'shelter beds and soup
guarantee that it will lose; there is nothing very
kitchens,' which are traditionally part of the liberal's
profound in that observation. Sentimental notions of
turf," the writer said.
the meaning of art aside, even Beethoven cannot take
the place of food in the mouths of th e poor. Art is a
luxury-not a physical luxury but a luxury of
Does architecture really matter?
thought; it begins to make sense to us when the
The question is well posed here. But is it, in fact,
basics of living are accounted for.
the right question? Before answering it, it would be
To think of art and food as a tradeoff, then, is a
worth thinking for a moment about the curious juxfallacy. Food is a necessity. Art, and architecture, for
taposition these two letters represent. One comes
all we value them, are not. They do not sustain life;
from a conservative who is distressed at what the
they give the already sustained life meaning. The
free market has done to the look and feel of New
suggestion that esthetics
York. The other is from
a liberal who is equally To position architecture up against bread is to and survival constitute a
simple tradeoff in the
distressed at what an
guarantee that it
lose; there is nothing minds of landmark preserattempt to regulate that
vationists is not only
free market has done to
very profound in that observation.
unsubtle, it is intellectually
social values.
crude, for it presupposes
An underlying issue
an either-or situation where none really exists.
in both letters is the question I raised at the outset.
Resources are available for both art and survivalHow much does architecture really matter? Can it
they are not u nlimited, of course, but as a society we
affect the quality of life? For the first writer, the
are constantly called upon to make decisions as to
answer is clearly yes. He bemoans the loss of fine
where our resources will go, and how they w ill do
older buildings, the loss of sunlight, the loss of the
the most social good.
kind of casual encounters that make urban life easy,
But does the decision to devote resources to archithe loss of small scale, the tendency of virtually
tecture, as in the case of the movement to preserve
everything to turn into an interior malL 'Tve begun
Saint
Bartholomew's Church mean that the social
to get this chilling feeling that things have gone
good is not being served? Hardly. In the strictest
wrong, that as a city-as a society?-we've lost some
sense, Saint Bartholomew's may mean that less w ill
essential perspective," he writes, to quote another
be available to aid the poor.
phrase from his letter.
The other letter writer is also observing a loss of
perspective, but from a very different vantage point.
The quality of the institution
He does not so much deny the value of architecture
Here, too, if the trustees had decided not to build
the Wriston Art Center, and used those dollars
as place it, clearly and absolutely, below other values
in a hierarchy. And he believes that the emphasis
instead for other purposes, we might conceivably
our society is placing on architectural values in the
imagine a situation in w hich certain social benefits
d id accrue from the avoidance of architecture. But
form of landmark preservation is, in and of itself,
elevating the value of architecture to an unnatural
would the money saved truly go to feed or clothe
people? Or to make more scholarships? And even if
point.

will
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they did, is the quality of the institution for which
these scholarships are being granted compromised
by the loss of something that can improve the quality
of life and the quality of education for many people
here? Not to make so much of Wriston, of course; it
was hardly intended to carry the symbolic weight
that we are giving it here. But since it's a building of
serious architectural intent, whatever its specific
successes or failures functionally, I'm using it here to
make a particular point- a point about what kind
of priorities and values an institution, and a
community, have, and
about the implications
of one choice or
another on those
priorities and values.

A public trust
And it is worth
thinking, again, of the
balancing act that all
decisions involving
social priorities must
entail. After all, as
individuals, there are
few of us who choose
to live like Mother
Teresa, giving up all
personal property to
help the poor. And
we do not sell off the
pictures at the
Metropolitan Museum
and devote the profits
to feeding the poor,
for example, though
that would certainly
provide one kind of
social benefit. You
could feed a lot of
people with the
proceeds from disposing of a few Rembrandts.
We do not do that, or course, because the pictures
are a public trust-private property in the strict
legal sense, but part of our shared culture in the
larger sense.

said of great architecture? Or,
indeed, what should be said of
almost all serious architecture,
great or not, of buildings that
aspire to what this campus
aspires to-that it is part of a larger whole, and in that
sense also part of a public trust? It is worth thinking
about the proposed Saint Bartholomew's development
in this light-that, for all the presumed social benefits
that were promised from this piece of profit-making
real estate, allowing it
to be built would also
be a violation of a kind
of public trust. lt is
disingenuous to suggest
that the decision to
build a skyscraper at
Saint Bartholomew's,
no matter how much
profit it might have
thrown off to aid the
poor, would necessarily
be of only positive
social effect.
For here we get back
to the very issues the
first of those two letters
I mentioned a moment
ago raises. It is true that
there is such a thing as
"quality of life," hack~
neyed phrase that it is,
and architecture plays a
real role in determining
what that quality of life
is. The things that
disturbed the writer,
the things that made
him wonder about our
social priorities, are all
very real. Light, a sense of space, quiet, visual variety,
modest scale-we may not be able to quantify the
effects of these things, but we can know that we can
have no civilized city without them. They are
disappearing fast in New York, despite the increased

the way in which buildings work together, the kinds
of uses to which they will be put and the physical
form that they will take. To express this contract in a
city such as New York is the purpose of the zoning
laws and, to some extent, of the Landmarks
Commission. But these agencies can only do so
much. If I may return for one final moment to the
Saint Bartholomew's church issue, it seems endemic
to this moment that the Landmarks Commission's
strong stand on the Saint Bartholomew's project has
been interpreted in some quarters not as a defense of
the values of a civilized city but as an attack on
them-as if the commission, by deciding that a
broader social benefit would come from preserving
the Saint Bartholomew's complex than from
developing it, were actively proclaiming indifference
to the poor.
But surely that
is not the true goal
of those who hold
this traditionally
liberal, pro-preservation position.
Not the least
curious aspect of
this debate is the
extent to which it
blurs the already
muddy waters
separating the
liberal and the
conservative
stance. It is true,
as one of my correspondents says,
that even though landmarks preservation involves
conservation rather than change, it has been
generally the province of liberals, largely because
it is a form of interference with the free market that
they are more able totolerate than are many
conservatives.
But the effect of lifting such restrictions, and of
letting the real estate market do as it pleases, is to be
far less conservative in the long run. What, in the
final analysis, do conservatives really wish to
conserve? At a time in which there is no real social
contract so far as building is concerned, no real

Commission and even the
somewhat stricter zoning
regulations in effect in
the last few years-in part, I
think, because the sense of
public trust that once existed as part of the urban
environment has disappeared. It did not disappear
by itself-it has been pushed away by the values of a
time in whkh the city is seen far more as a set of real
estate opportunities, as a blank slate on which can be
written ever bigger buildings, than as a community.
That's the reason that the lawsuit a couple of
years ago to block the huge building at Columbus
Circle, another New York architectural and political
drama you may remember, was so important. There,
a coalition of civic
groups sued to
prevent a deal by
which the city
was trying to sell
off a valuable
piece of land for
$450 million, a
deal that would
have required a
special zoning
deal yielding a
skyscraper far
bigger than made
any possible
sense. The city
government tried
to put it in terms
of social benefits:
$450 million could buy a lot for firemen and policemen, we were told. But suddenly, those tangible
things were forced to stand up against the nebulous
"quality of life" issues, and they actually lost. The
movement to block this building won, the courts
agreed that the city had acted illegally, and that
merely maximizing the city's short-term income was
not reason enough to permit a building that would
otherwise violate aU good planning sense.
A city, physically, represents a kind of social
contract. So, of course, does a campus. There must be
common agreement in both city and campus as to
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community of values in the urban environment, the
laissez-faire city is not likely to be the civilized city.
It is more likely to be the over-built city, the tense,
dark, harsh city, the city whose lack of grace should
be far more threatening to the values of a true
conservative.
And where does this leave the campus, the place
like Lawrence University? The issues are not so
different: here, too, there is a sense that the meaning
of the place comes from an implied social contract,
a contract between the generations, a common
belief that there is some quality to this place that
transcends the individual building, the individual
architect, the individual ego. It means that the goal
is making a place that has meaning over time, a
place that, in its very feeling, is a part of the
common culture that we all share.

its buildings, and sell off the
rest to short-term social benefit, the equivalent of selling off
the Metropolitan Museum' s art collection to feed the
poor. If you did that, you would feed a number of
poor people w ho might not otherwise eat; by the
same token, you might here on this very campus
house many of this state's poor.
It is not merely institutional arrogance and legal
restrictions that prevent such things as that from
happening, though these barriers obviously exist.
But it is also a matter of a sense of the short-term vs.
the long-term. In the short-term, you would bring a
social benefit. In the long-term, however, there
would be a social loss, for the value of the culture
for w hich you have saved
Respecting the whole
Architecture is about the long haul.
these lives would be
That does not mean that
lessened, and all would be
all things need look like all
It's here to say that something that
impoverished.
other things, that buildings
Architecture is about
mattered yesterday still matters today,
built today must look like
the long-term. Maybe
the buildings of another
and more important,
that's what it comes down
generation. Enough of the
to, in the end: architecture
trend for automatic
will still matter tomorrow.
is about the long haul. It' s
historical replication,
here to say that something that mattered yesterday
which I think is beginning to have run its course: the
still matters today, and more important, will still
Ralph Laurenization of architecture, in which we
matter tomorrow. It can matter in different ways,
replicate a more perfect past than ever was, a fantaand mean different things, from one generation to
sy version of what we wished had been, is romantic
the next, but it is still a way in which the generations
and appealing, but in the end it can take you only so
speak to each other.
far. Far more important than style itself is the belief
The generations have spoken to each other for a
that on a campus or in a city or a town, the whole is
century here, and if there is any real architectural
more than the sum of the parts, and that even a
goal, it is not to make one kind of buildings or
major part, even the biggest and newest and
another, but to make sure that the dialogue continflashiest part of all, has an
ues into the next generation and the generations
obligation to respect the whole and extend it-not
after that. Education is about conservation of
to demand that the whole remake itself to it.
culture as much as about creativity, and so, of
Architecture is about the conservation and
course, is architecture. If we think of it like that, then
extension of culture, and about the making of place.
maybe thinking about whether architecture matters
If we believe in a place, then architecture follows
isn' t peripheral to a college' s mission at all: it is
from that belief. And you do believe in this place:
absolutely central.
however much you believe in other things, however
committed you may be to other social goals, you
know that there is a meaning to the preservation of

By Rick Peterson
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ohn VanOss still
remembers the first time
he went sturgeon spearing
with his dad on Wisconsin's
Lake Winnebago. He was an
energetic eight-year-old more
interested in ice skating than
hovering over a huge hole cut in
the ice inside the family fishing
shanty. Peering into the murky
depths watching for a sturgeon
to swim by was not his idea of a
good time.
"While dad fished, my
brothers and I would be out
skating on the lake," VanOss
recalled. "We'd pop in and out
of the shanty, basically just
bothering him."
Twenty-five years later,
VanOss has put away his ice
skates and is now an authority
on sturgeon fishing. Last March,
VanOss was awarded a $15,000
Watson Fellowship w hich he
will use to travel to Russia to
study commercial sturgeon
fisheries there.
It is not surprising that today
VanOss spends a good deal of
time looking forward to, and
thinking about, sturgeon,
especially the two-week spearing
season in mid-February. While

]olin Van Oss became hooked 0 11 sturgeon at a young age.

most people look at a sturgeon
and see a huge, prehistoriclooking fish, VanOss sees a
unifying thread binding generations of area families. A good
size sturgeon will run about
fifty-five inches and weigh
around forty pounds, although
the fish has been known to get as
big as 200 pounds and live to the
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ripe old age of 100. Having
grown up on the eastern shore of
Lake Winnebago in the tiny town
of Stockbridge, VanOss, a thirdgeneration spearer himself, has
honed a deep appreciation for
the cultural and economic impact
of the sturgeon and the traditions
the spearing season has spawned
in his and the surrounding

communities.
"It's an important part of our
lives," VanOss said in soft,
measured tones. His ancestors
first arrived in the area in 1840
and his retired father still makes
stur geon decoys, spears, and gaff
hooks by hand.
VanOss's Watson trip from
Stockbridge to Astrakhan,
Russia, a city of nearly 500,000
on the Caspian Sea at the mouth
of the Volga River, may be only
slightly longer than the
trip he took to get his
Lawrence degree.
After high school
graduation, VanOss,
33, spent eight years
working as a local
county park
ranger I maintenance
man. In 1988, he returned to
school, attending the University
of Wisconsin, Fox Valley, for two
years before enrolling at
Lawrence. It took him another
three-and-one-half years to
complete his degree work. This
past January, he earned his bachelor's degree in anthropologythe first among his nine brothers
and one sister to earn a college
degree. His Watson award
punctuated years of dreaming
and hard work.
"I was completely ecstatic
when I found out," VanOss said
of being named one of this year's
sixty recipients of the national
post-graduate research grant.
'Tve been thinking about this
project for at least four years.
I've used the project to learn and
grow, not just about sturgeons,
but about life in general."
VanOss will leave for

Astrakhan around the first of
September. Once in Russia, he
plans to live and work w ith a
local fishing family, comparing
the sport fishing of sturgeon in
Wisconsin to Russian's businesslike system, where sturgeon are
commercially harvested for their
caviar. He wants to follow the
caviar as it is shipped up the
Volga River on to Moscow, and
then, eventually on to Saint
Petersburg, where it is inspected

to heighten the awareness of
Russians to the traditions and
cultural implications associated
with the sturgeon in Wisconsin.
''I'd like to open a pathway
for Russian scientists to come
and live with people around
Lake Winnebago and study the
Wisconsin stu rgeon system,"
said Van Oss, who boasts an
impressive personal collection of
sturgeon gear, antique ice saws,
and a voluminous collection of
photographs, including
many from the 1930s. H e
will take a suitcase full of
items with him on his
trip to show his Russian
counterparts. "Too often
these scientists come to
Wisconsin and they never
make it out of Madison.
They need to get out in the
field."
The one-time park equipment
operator says his plans now
include graduate school once
he's back from Russia. How far
his fascination with this special
fish will take him, Van Oss is
uncertain.
"There are a lot of different
groups interested in this
research," VanOss said. "I
want to apply what I learn in the
field to help public agencies
transfer scientific knowled ge into
information that will be useful to
a wide variety of user groups.
Coming to Lawrence has helped
me learn to express myself a lot
better. I want to use my
Lawrence education to take a
liberal arts approach to looking
at the world."

"I've used this project
to learn and grow, not just about sturgeons,
but about life in general."
and licensed for international
export. VanOss plans to keep a
daily journal of his trip as well
as shoot some video for a
possible documentary he's been
discussing with Wisconsin Public
Television.
"john is a great 'puzzler,'
tenaciously pursuing his
questions until he understands
the information thoroughly,"
said Martha H emwaU, adjunct
assistant professor of anthropology and VanOss's academic
advisor. "I have rarely worked
with a student w ho has more
intellectual curiosity. This project
will capture the love john has for
the subject and offer him a
chance to have a culminating
experience to his life-long, but
Stockbridge-based interest."
With his anthropology
perspective as a guide, VanOss
hopes to use his trip as a mission
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A Leap of Faith:
Diana Ling Jumps into
Lawrence Record Book
By Rick Peterson
In the lower reaches of the
University Wisconsin, Oshkosh,
Kolf Sports Center, Diana Ling
sat amidst the NCAA's makeshift
version of limbo-the drug testing center. The lone occupant of
three long rows of chairs, she
waited patiently for a lab technician to finish the mandatory drug
test required of all event winners
at the national indoor track
championships.
It was a formality, a minor
inconvenience for Ling. Only
moments earlier, she blew away
the field in the long jump
competition, leaping into the
NCAA annals as well as the
Vikings' record book, becoming
Lawrence's first national
champion.
A senior from Shanghai,
China, who arrived at Lawrence
via Albuquerque, New Mexico,
Ling quickly took the suspense
out of the competition. When she
nailed a school-record jump of
eighteen feet, nine-and-one-half
inches on her second try, the
other eleven jumpers realized
they were competing for second
place. Of Ling's six jumps on the
day, five of them were good
enough to win the event. The
national runner-up finished a
distant eight-and-one-half inches
behind Ling.
A familiar face at NCAA
national competition-this was
her third straight appearance at
the indoor championships-Ling

claimed
her title with a mixture
of delight and disappointment. 'Tm happy I
won, but I was really
hoping to jump a
little better," said
Ling, a threetime track AllAmerican who
placed fourth in
the event at last
year's national
championships. "It was a
good jump, but I was
hoping to get a little
more excited and jump
nineteen-five. But it came
out okay."
"After her second jump,
she gave me a high five, and had
the biggest smile on her face I'd
ever seen," said first-year track
coach Dave Brown, who seemed
more excited about the national
title than Ling.
Just getting to the national
meet required a champion's heart
and determination on Ling's part.
With no indoor track facility at
Lawrence, Ling's training routine
centered around a once-a-week,
three-hour round-trip trek to the
University of Wisconsin, Stevens
Point, gym to practice.
"To make that kind of commitment every week shows how
important getting to nationals
was for her," Brown said. "Some
great athletes cruise by on their
natural talents. Diana is definitely
gifted athletically, but she also
has that strong work ethk needed
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to enhance her abilities. "
Like the drug test, finding
the time to travel an hour and
a half one way to track
practice is little more than an
inconvenience for Ling, whose
hectic schedule already accommodates the academic demands
of a double major in studio art
and physics. Encouraged by
parents, who spotted natural
talent when she was very young,
Ling has dabbled in art since she
began painting in the second
grade. It wasn't until she
attended the 1990 Lawrence laser
physics workshop that her
attention turned to science. The
seemingly incongruous pairing
makes perfect sense to Ling.
"They fit my lifestyle very
well," said Ling, whose painting
centers around abstractions,
some of which express personal
political concerns, and whose
science interests line up squarely
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behind astrophysics. 'Til get
stressed out with physics and
then go to the studio and pain t
for a w hile. Painting is a great
stress reliever. I started ou t as
just a physics major, but then I
started taldng art classes and I
realized how important art was
to my life. I couldn't give it u p.
Art comes easier; physics I have
to work at it."
Ling is a "unique" student
according to physics professor
John Brandenberger, who
recruited Ling for the laser
physics workshop a nd serves as
one of her advisors. " In my
twenty years at Lawrence, she's
the first student to complete a
physics and studio art major. She
has an extremely sharp and
quick mind. She works hard and
catch es on quickly."
Helen Klebesadel, assistant
professor of a rt, sees the same
qualities that make Ling a n outstanding athlete showing up in
he r stud io work. "Diana doesn't
go for the easy answer. She goes
at it until she gets it right. She
doesn't settle for the m erely
adequate, w hich is what it
takes to move forward in art.
She has the determination and
willingness to be articulate with
her art."
As Ling looks beyond her
June graduation, she sees a
futu re full of possibilities. She's
applying to graduate school to
pursue either art or physics. And
she has a recurring dream of
representing her native China in
the 1996 Olympics.
"When I look back to high
school in Albuquerque and how
I got into college, it's all so

blurry," said Ling, who could
barely speak English when she
arrived from Shanghai at the
home of her New Mexico sponsor. " But the last three years are
very clear. There was a reason
for every decision I've made.
" If I could be a great artist,
that would make me very happy.
If I could be an astrophysicist,
that would make me very happy.
lf I could go to the Olympics,
that would make me very happy.
I need to sit down and listen to
my heart."
So while her heart is pumping, Ling w ill keep jumping-at
every available opportunity.

Men's basketball (S-17)
Needing just four victories to
become Lawrence's all-time wins
leader in men's basketball, head
coach Mike
Gallus had to
wait until the
seventeenth
game of the
season to get
them. The
!48th victory
of his fifteenyear career
Mike Gallus
moved Gallus
ahead of Arthur Denney (192442, '46) into first place on the
Vikings' all-time wins list.
Ironically, the milestone came
during Gallus's toughest season
as head coach, a 5-17 finish that
included a 1-13 record against
Midwest Conference opponents.
Becoming the Vikings' career
wins leader was a goal Gallus
admits he first thought about
when he took over the program
in 1979.
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" I started the women's basketball program at Lawrence and I
started the women's softball
program here. Obviously I didn't
start the men's basketball
program, but I thought one
way to be remembered would
be to have the most wins in the
program's history."

Women's basketball (4-18)
With a roster comprised
entirely of sophomores and freshmen, the Vikings experienced the
growing pains of a 4-18 season,
missing the post-season playoffs
for the first time in Amy Proctor' s
six-year coaching career. The
Vikes' 4-10 Midwest Conference
record included a rousing 77-67
home victory against eventua l
conference champion Lake Forest.
The play of freshmen guards
jackie Huss and Molly Lieberman
and sophomore center Alisa H aase
suggest the Vikings are m erely
rebuilding, not regressing. Huss
averaged a team-high 14.9 points
per game and broke Robin
Cha pman's, '83, thirteen-year old
single-game scoring record of 36
by scoring 37 points against
Grinnell. She also led the team in
assists and steals. Lieberman sat
out half the season with a stress
fracture bu t still averaged 10.7
points per game off the bench.
Haase led the team in rebounding
(6.9) and was second in scoring
(13.1), setting a Viki ngs' singleseason record for field goal
percentage (54.2% ).

Hockey (6-16)
Playing one of the toughest
schedules in its eight-year varsity
history, the hockey team skated to
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DeRuyter placed third in three

a 6-16 finish.
Sam Tijan led the Vikings in

second on the Vikings' all-time
wins list with a 57-25 record.

scoring for the second consecutive year. The senior biology
major from Eagle River,
Wisconsin, set seven school
records, including career points

Tom Hughes, '77, won sixty-one

the school record in the 200-yard

matches.

individual medley, the lone
men's record set during the
season.

(116) and career goals (75).
Senior Patrick Conlan edged out
Tijan as the Vikings' all-time

Swimming

events at conference and broke

Sophomore Becky Wagenaar

assists leader with 46.

became Lawrence's first twotime swimming All-American.
Wagenaar earned honorable
mention All-America recognition

Wrestling

with a fifteenth place finish in
the 100-yard butterfly at the

Indoor track
Seniors Diana Ling and Robin
D vorak combined for four
Midwest Conference titles,

leading the Vikings to a fourth-

It was the happiest haircut
first-year head wrestling coach
Dave Novickis ever received.
When seniors Dave Mufioz and

NCAA Division III national
championships held at Williams

place finish at the eleven-team
women's indoor conference
championships. Ling captured

College in Massachusetts. A
school record time of 59.47 in the

the long jump (18') and triple
jump (35' 9") titles, and set

Chris Klotz qualified for the
NCAA Division III national

preliminaries had Wagenaar in

conference and school records in

tournament, Novickis gladly
surrendered his locks to make

good on his preseason promise
to let any wrestler who qualified
for nationals cut off his hair.
Mufioz, who finished second
twice and third once in his three

previous Midwest Conference
tournaments, won the heavy-

weight title-Lawrence's first
conference champion since Louis

Boldt in 198S--and earned a trip
to the nationals. Klotz, w restling

at 150 pounds, finished as a
conference runner-up for a
fourth straight time. In a vote of
the league coaches, Klotz was
awarded the conference's lone

"wild card" berth to the national
to urney.

tenth place going into the finals.
In addition to the butterfly,
Wagenaar also competed in the

50-yard freestyle and the
100-yard backstroke at nationals,

(18:50.32---her first Midwest

placing twenty-second and

Conference title-and placed

twenty-fifth, respectively.
The women finished third

third in the 3,000-meter run
(11:09.40), setting school records
in both.
The men's team finished tenth

at the Midwest Conference
championships . Wagenaar won
her second straight conference

title ln the 100-yard butterfly,
while sophomore Maggie
Phillips won the 500-yard
freestyle. Wagenaar and Phillips
teamed with freshmen Meredith
Lasonde and Tracy Maschman

to win the 200- and 400-yard
freestyle relays, setting
conference records in both.

The men's team placed fourth

At the nationals, held at the

at the conference championships,

U niversity of Wisconsin, Stevens
Point, Munoz lost his first match

just 18 points behind third-place
Coe. Sophomore Steve Skelcy

9-2 to the defending national

repeated as conference champion

champion, came back w ith a 6-0
v ictory, before being eliminated

in the 1,650-yard freestyle. He
also placed second in the SODyard free and third in the 200yard free. Freshman Matt

in a 2-0 loss. Klotz lost twice, 8-2
and 9-0. Klotz ended his career

winning the 55-meter dash (7.48).
Ling has won a school-record
se ven indoor conference crowns.
D vorak won the 5,000-meter run
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at the conference indoor champ-

ionships. Senior Frank Sprtel led
the Vikings with a third-place
finish in the 5,000-meter run.

Fencing
In fencing. four Vikings
reached the semifinals of the

Midwest Regional Qualifiers and
Conference Championships
tournament at Notre Dame.
Senior April Eisman in women's

foil and freshman jacob Yarnell
in men's foil both advanced to
the tournament semifinals from a
pool of forty fencers. Freshman
Erica DeCoursey and sophomore

jennifer Eberly reached the semifinal round in women's epee.

ALUMNI T 0 DAY
The Board of Directors of the
Alumni Association is anxious to
receive, for their review, names of any
alumni you believe should be considered for election to the Board of
Trustees as alumni trustees, or whom
you believe, based on their current
involvement with the univers ity,
should be considered for election to
the Board of Directors of the Alumni
Association.
In addition, the board invites your
nomination of any alumni who you
believe warrant careful consideration
to receive a ny of the alumni association awards presented every year during Reunion Weekend. The Lucia R.
Briggs and Nathan M. Pusey
Distinguished Achievement Awards
recognize significant contributions
and achievements in a career field or
service to society by alumni w ho
graduated more than fifteen years ago
and less than fiftee n years ago, respectively. The Gertrude M. Jup p and
Marshall B. Hulbert Outstanding
Service Awards recognize significant
service to the university by alumni
w ho graduated more than fifteen
years and less than fifteen years,
respectively.
Direct all names (and questions),
along with su pportive information, to:
J. Gilbert Sv-.rift Ill, director of alumni
relations, La wrence University,
Appleton, Wisconsin 54912. Please
include your name and daytime
phone number.

Jersey, has two
sons, twelve
grandchildren,
and four
great-grandchildren. Ruth
swims forty
pool lengths
everyday a nd
enjoys p laying
bridge, reading, and taping good class ical programs. But,
"most of a U, I
enjoy visits
Rotmdball mmio11: Defense was more theory than practice when
from family or
sixteen players returned to Alexander Gym last February for the annual
being picked
Lawrence alumni basketball game. Tile Blue team beat the White, 102-101. up to visit
Those still able to squeeze into tlte~r old uniforms were, i11 the first row
them. For an
(from left), Ted Malkowski, '86, Btl/ McNamara, '88, Tim Micheau, '88,
85 year old
and Dmt Brant, '90. In the second row are Noel (Bum Ankle) Phillips, '87, I'm lucky!"
Paul Helmken, '92, Steve }tmg, '90, Umis Wool, '88, joel Dillingltam, '93, Hen ry
and Ross Rynders, '92. In the third row are Terry Coenen, '84,
Berzinsky,
Kurt Ritz, '94, Howard Colm, '84, Bill Rosene, '85, Russ Scott, '92,
Two Rivers,
and Dave Comber, '86.
Wisconsin,
says "''m
grateful for being alive and able to help.
My wife Louise has been a n invalid for
the last five years. We have help but the
75th Reunion-June 1995
days and nights are long. When I have
Esther Hamilton, Appleton, Wisconsin,
the time, I spend it keeping records of
celebrated her 94th birthday in
our stock portfolio. The market has been
November with friends and is interested
good to me and for me. We were a ble to
in hearing news from other contempoprovide the money to put two of our
rary Lawrentians.
grandchildren a t universities in South
Carolina."
75th Reunion-June 1996

1920

1921

1931

1922

65th Reunion-June 1996

75th Reunion-June 1997

1923
75th Reunion-June 1998

1924
70th Reunion-June 17-19, 1994

1925
70th Reunion-June 1995

1926
70th Re union-June 1996

1927
70th Reunion-June 1997

1928
70th Reunion-June 1998

1916
Ethel Elmergreen Hasle r, M-0, West
Bend, Wisconsin, celebrated her 100th
birthday in February at a "wonderful
party," including a cake with 100 candles
and a manhattan to was h it all down.

1929
65th Reunion-June 17-19, 1994

1930
65th Reunion-June 1995
Ruth Mau rer Yordon, Medford, New
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1932
65th Reunion-June 1997
Vera O wen, Signal Mountain, Tennessee,
flew to Chicago last summer to attend
her grandson' s graduation from
Northwestern University.
H arriet Moore Tiedeman, Gaines,
Michigan, visited her daughter, Mary,
last s ummer in Utah and her son, Paul,
last fall. Harriet says that this past year
she lost reading vision in her left eye. But
she says, "Otherwise I'm pretty good for
my age. Enjoy hearing about my classmates and friends at Lawrence."
Janet Carncross Cha ndle r, Sacramento,
California, had a new book of poems a nd
photographs published last winter. W11y
Flowers Bloom, published by Papier
Mache Press.
Donald Farrish, Wisconsin Rapids,
Wisconsin, and his wife plan, "if the Lord
is w illing," to go w ith the Firstar Club o f
Wisconsin Rapids on the Scandinavian
Adventure, to Sweden, Norway,
Denmark, and Finland in June.
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1933
65th Reunion-Ju ne 1998
Hollace Roberts, Green Valley, Arizona,
received the Green Valley Paragon
Award fo r his exemplary volunteer service to the commu nity. Hollace has

served on many county boards and was
the Arizona delegate to the 1981 White
House Cou ncil on Aging. He is a member
of the commu nity chu rch and Kiwa nis
Cl ub of Green Valley.
Alice Rypins, Sa nta Barba ra, California,
is on the board of the local Hemlock
Society Chapter. She says she ta kes aerobics in the YMCA pool. Her older daughter, Judith, retired from the University of
California and her younger daughter,
Nancy, is an artist.
Emery Ansorge, Gillett, Wisconsin, t raveled to Hong Kong, Vietnam, Thailand,
Malaysia, and Singapore in 1993. He is
helping with work for a new libra ry for
the city of Gillett, and is on the planning
committee fo r the school system for the
next ten years. Although Emery is busy
with Shrine and Masonic work, he ma nages to make monthly visits to nursing
and retirement homes.
Roy McNeil, Rockport, Texas, says that
he and his wife, Miriam, get a good deal
of use out of their motor home. They are
active in the volunteer fire department,
the church, and the Chamber of
Commerce. They also do charity work
through the Good Samaritans. Roy says
he enjoyed the reunion and sends
"regards to all of the class of 1933."
Mary Jane Hoeper Moyer, Aurora,
Colorado, is glad that she and her husband, Clinton, moved from Iowa to
Colorado because she loves being closer
to their five daughters and their fa milies.

1934
60th Reunion-June 17-19, 1994
Henriette Scheele Kneevers Henning,
M-D, Sheboygan, Wisconsi n, and her
husband, Gottlieb, have moved into a
retirement home with a "beau tiful view
of Lake Michigan from my living room
window." They have five gra ndchildren
and fou r great-grandchildren.
Betty Hillier Crofoat, M-D, Mishawaka,
Indiana, and her family spent this past
July traveling around Italy. She says "We
all like to travel and do it well together."
Audrey Schendel Bolt, M-D, North Palm
Beach, Florida, is looki ng fo rward to her
only grandson's graduation from the
University of Wisconsin. She plays golf
and bridge and she says she's "very
grateful for my excellent health."
Marjorie Hoffman Hagan, M-D,
Madison, Wisconsin, received the Rose of
Honor Pin last fall from the Madison
Alumnae of Sigma Alpha Iota, the music
sorority. In 1992, Ma rjorie and her hus-

band went on a sixteen-day cruise of the
Greek Islands, Turkey, Egypt, and the
Holy Land. In September 1993, they
traveled to Ireland. Marjorie and her
hu sband have three children and four
grandchildren.
Mary Jane Anderson Bridges, M-D,
Escond ido, California, reports that she
and her husband, Charles, are well. Their
fami ly is scattered from Hawaii to South
Africa.
Ruth Landemann Frost, M-D, Spanish
Fort, Alabama, is busy knitting and crocheting articles for the residence bazaar.
She says, "we sell the items to buy needed equipment for our skilled nursi ng
department."
Ruth Werner M-D, Santa Barbara,
Ca li fo rnia, celebrated her 80th birthday
with her sister on a bus tour of the northern California coast. Ruth keeps busy
with church, playing b ridge, vol unteering, and working for health care reform.

1935
60th Reunion-June 1995

1936
60th Reunion-June 1996
Helen Terry Albrecht, M-D, Durham,
North Carolina, is settled in her new
home where she is enjoying new friends
while also keeping u p with ol d frie nds
who are not far away.
Harmony Weissbach, M-0, Cedarburg,
Wisconsin, has moved to a new home
only a few miles from her old home. She
is active in the League of Women Voters
and the AAUW.
Dorothy Miller Livingston, M-D, Erie,
Pennsylvania, is working as a consultant
for two organizations in occupational
therapy. Dorothy travels often and assists
her daughter, Heidi, who has multi ple
sclerosis.
Jane Rettke Moe, M-D, Highlands,
North Carolina, is involved with the
Laubach Literary Program and is also
deeply involved, along with her husband,
in the production of a multi-volume saga.
These are historical novels covering the
history of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints as it plays on lives of
several generations of the same family.
To celebrate an 80th birthday, they are
planning a trip to Alaska in July.
Elizabeth Olson, M-D, Falls Church,
Virginia, celebrated the completion of
fifty years with the American Red Cross
in 1993.
Mary Mackay Riemenschneider, M-D,
Dousman, Wisconsin, and her husba nd
have moved to a retirement community
not far away from their old home. Mary
says she still sees Louise Klug, '36, at
least once a month and talks to Janet
Biersach Chase, '36, on the phone regularly.
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1937
60th Reu nion-June 1997
Helen Cloyd Rus k, Carmichael,
California, and her husband, Frederick,
are enjoying their retirement village life.
Wh ile Frederick keeps busy with photography and computers, Helen works in a
literacy program. She added, "and time
goes by much too fast."
Hester White Maury, Norwalk,
Connecticut, says she is retired from parttime work and "glad to be." Hester volunteers at the hosp ital and church, and
has a book group at church and a writing
group at the local college.
Joseph Stratman, Oregon, Wisconsin, has
retired from teaching and spends his time
traveling, reading, and repairing antique
fu rnitu re. He says, "Something keeps me
busy all of the time."
Milton Haase, Reno, Nevada, and his
family have had a very b usy year. After
coping with a record snowfall, Milt and
his wife Stella became great-grandparents
to a little girl and boy. They traveled "a
fair amount" this past year visiting
Mexico, Texas, the West Coast, and then
Wisconsin.
Evelyn Conner, Portage, Wisconsin, was
able to attend her sixtieth high school
reu nion this past year even though getting around is getting more difficu lt for
her.
Florence Magee Liebi ch, Plymou th,
Wisconsin, says, "I am enjoying my
family." Her daughter, Cynthia Leibich
Reff, '63, and her family spent some time
in Washington D.C., and dined with
Janet Dempsey Steiger, '61. Her daughter,
Christine, '67, is a substitute teacher in
the Plymouth district and is very busy.
Her son, Cail, '69, is an instructor for Skip
Ba rber Racing, the largest racing school
in the world.

1938
60th Reunion-June 1998
Norma Fedders Lommen, Minneapolis,
Minnesota, is a volunteer tax preparer
responsible for setting up and manning
six sites.

1939
55th Reunion-June 17-19,1994

1940
55th Reunion-June 1995
Ruth Steuber Roman, M-D, Wauwatosa,
Wisconsin, is busy with many volunteering jobs. She accompanies nursing home
patients to the doctor, reads to a blind
lady, and substitutes at the Wauwatosa
library. She and her husband Hugo have
won awards for their oil paintings at the
Wisconsin State Fair.
Jane Lentzner, M-0, East Troy,
Wisconsin, works at the Walworth
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County Fair every August, helping her
brother George, one of many superintendents who have made it the largest county fair in Wisconsin and one of the ten
best in the country.
Joy Authier Smeaton, M-D,
Oconomowoc, Wisconsin, and her husband had their six children, spouses, and
twelve of their fourteen grandchildren
over at their home in July for a family
reunion. One family had to sleep in their
pop-up trailer and four adults used
sleeping bags on the living room floor.
"The spirit of cooperation and goodwill
made it a very special occasion."
Louise Frey Dailey, M-0, Berlin,
Maryland, and her husband Stanley celebrated their fifty-first wedding anniversary in October 1993. Louise is very
involved in her church, and volunteers at
the Berlin Senior Citizen's Center,
Atlantic General Hospital, and the Berlin
Nursing Home.
Arlene Peterson Allen, M-D, Royal Oak,
Michigan, and her husband, Bill, celebrated their fifty-second wedding anniversary in December. Arlene said that they
had "the pleasure of having Eloise
Bender Johnson, M-D'45, visit this past
summer."
Virginia Carbis Walker, M-D,
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, and her husband, Phil, celebrated their fiftieth wedding anniversary in August at a brunch
for family and friends. They celebrated
again in September with a trip to
England.
Alice Heath, M-D, Santa Barbara,
California, continues her strong humanitarian involvement and support of AIDS
patients. Heath House #2 is bei.ng constructed on land deeded to her board by
the City Housing Authority with financial support by grants from HUD and
from Santa Barbara. Occupancy of an
eight-bedroom facility plus an apartment
triplex for women and children is scheduled for March 1, 1994.
Patty Henning Deihl, M-D, Racine,
Wisconsin, has moved to Pheasant Run
Condominiums where she continues her
support of environmental and nature
concerns. She is a member of a nature
club and is on the Board of Hawthorn
Hollow, a nature sanctuary. Her hobby,
creating and teaching others how to create gifts and home decorations from natural artifacts, is another expression of her
love of nature. She is also involved in
AAUW, Respite Services, and edits a
newsletter for Pheasant Run.
Janet Cope Crawford, M-0, Clearwater,
Florida, and a few friends took a Princess
Cruise last September from New York to
Halifax, Prince Edward Island, Quebec,
and Montreal.
Lorraine Skiek ert Thomas, Menomonee

Falls, Wisconsin, is very proud of her
grandson who is studying at Kent
University in Canterbury England.
Lorraine's mother celebrated her 100th
birthday in November.

1941
55th Reunion-June 1996
Jane Rudolph Binkley, M-D, Lake
Tomahawk, Wisconsin, says that her
interests still "continue to center around
music." She directs her church choir,
teaches voice and piano, and directs two
weekly recorder groups.
Ruth Markworth Johnson, M-D,
Tacoma, Washington, has become the
"typical doting grandmother." She is also
a League of Women Voter's member,
belongs to a monthly book club, and says
she walks thirty to fifty minutes daily.
Betty Bulger Bell, M-D, Whitefish Bay,
Wisconsin, is a program chair of the
Whitefish Bay Seniors Club and is in a
church folk dance group that entertains
in nursing homes. She also volunteers
tutoring in a junior high schooL
Marion Williamsen Holgerson, M-D,
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, is involved with
three reading groups: Great Books, a
library discussion group, and a book
review group. She said, "I have probably
read more books this past year than in
any other." She has become very
involved in discovering her family history and is planning a trip to Michigan as
part of her research.
Frances Ruez Buelow, Shorewood,
Wisconsin, visited New England with her
daughter this past fall for ten days to "see
the autumn colors." She enjoys serving
on the board of directors for the
Shorewood Historical Society and still is
interested in quilting and embroidery.
Marylou Shafer Bouck, Bisbee, Arizona,
volunteers as a docent at the Bisbee
Historical and Mining Museum. She is
also involved with Woman's Club activities and church work. This past year,
Marylou became a great-grandmother for
the first time.
Lucille Samuelsen Shaw, Springfield,
Virginia, still enjoys the outside and
experimenting w ith new and healthy
food. She is a docent at the National
Arboretum and studies and lectures on
Japanese, Chinese, and Western flower
arranging.
James Orwig, Berea, Kentucky, and his
wife Katharine celebrated their fiftieth
wedding anniversary last May. James
says that one of the outcomes of the celebration "was the bringing together for the
first time of so many members of our
families."

1942
55th Reunion-June 1997
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1943
55th Reunion-June 1998
Beatrice Peet Cantrell, M-D, Lake
Lotawana, Missouri, writes that she and
her husband Winthrop are "some of the
lucky few at this age-healthy, happy."
The two still live on their sailboat in
Florida in the winter. "Everyone s hould
be so lucky."
Jane Mitchell Jensen, M-D, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, and her husband Gale retired
this year and spent the summer at their
place in Canada. Jane said, "It has been a
long time since we could be up there
more than long weekends here and
there."
Bernice Kreitz Abrahamzon, M-D,
Lewis, Wisconsin, has a poem in the 1994
Wisconsin Poet's Calendar and in the
1993 Anthology, A Break in the Clouds.
She edited the Northwest Regional
Writer's Club book and has two essays
and one poem in it. She also won first
prize in the statewide Florence
Lindemann Humor Contest in
September.
Marion Longyear Sonderegger,
Marquettte, Michigan, and her husband,
Richard, enjoyed a summer of sailing and
visiting family and friends. Marion says,
"it has been so great to receive so many
nice cards and notes from classmates
after Reunion Weekend. Can't wait for
ou r fiftieth!"

1944
Lawrence 50th Reunion-June 1995
M-D 50th Reunion-June 17-19, 1994

194S
Lawrence 50th Reunion-June 1995
M-D 50th Reunion-June 1995
Ruthmarie Mack Lawrenz, M-D,
Belleair, Florida, keeps busy volunteering
at the local food pantry. Last fall, she
took a cruise on the St. Lawrence River
from Montreal to New York and "saw
the fall color after not seeing it for a few
years. I had a great time."
Nancy Balster Schuler, M-D, Lake
Placid, Florida, and her husband, BiU,
spend their winters in Florida and summers in Ontario.
Barbara Simonds Valentine, M-D, Green
Bay, Wisconsin, attends classes at the
University of Wisconsin through the
Learning in Retirement series of studies.
She has attended classes on the history of
the Southwest Wisconsin terrain, conversational Spanish, and wildflowers.

1946
Lawrence 50th Reunion-June 1995
M-0 50th Reunion-June 1996
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Dorothy Kimball Crawford, Clea rwater,
Florida, enjoys p erforming with a Gilbert
and Sullivan troupe and singing in her
church choir. She says that her five children are "well distributed across the
country, so I keep my bag packed."
William Thompson, is still enjoying golf,
yard work, and singing barbershop. He
visited Ecuador last January and Turkey
last May.

1948
45th Reunion-June 17-19, 1994
Else Pedersen M uehlstein, Longboat
Key, Florida, and her husband, John,
returned to New Zealand last year to
"hike the Milford Track and the Abel
Tasman Track." Else spends her time volunteering at Mote Marine Laboratory,
playing golf, hiking, and bi.king. She says
she and John, "both generally stay out of
mischief in our declining years."
Nancy Moran Nugent Liarson, Reston,
Virginia, is still the president and major
owner of New Town Publications and
says s he has "no thoughts of retiring."
Last year, Nancy went to the Super Bowl
with her ten-year-old grandson, "a rabid
Red sk.ins fan."
James and Betty Van Home Richards,
Roseville, Minnesota, are beginning their
sixth year of retirement and "continue
living in good health." Both are busy volu nteering. Betty is on the Board of
Directors of the Blind Society and helps
with Meals on Wheels. Jim is " using his
physics background" volunteering in the
Experiment Gallery of the Science
Museum of Minnesota.
Helen Walker Brady, C, Pinehurst, North
Carolina, and her husband, Sam, are avid
golfers and travelers. She said," After
thirty years of teaching, I'm leading a
totally decadent lifestyle and loving
every minute of it!"
Betty Czirr Talbot, Sarasota, Florida, is
enjoying retirement so much that she
wonders how she ever had time to teach.
She took a cruise through the Panama
Canal, is taking computer classes, working on three quilts, and editing her
chu rch newsletter. She also plays bridge,
bikes, swims and reads. ''Who has time
to grow old?"

1949
45th Reunion-June 17-19, 1994
Jeanette Kehrli Moeller, South Bend,
Indiana, is the Chairman of the Board of
the Teachers' Credit Union, a member of
the St. Joseph Medical Center auxiliary
and a driver for Meals on Wheels. She is
also very involved with the local
Republican party.
Mary Hartzell Fritz, Belleville,

Wisconsin, retired last June and became
the director of a new federally funded
dissemination program. She and her husband, Gary, moved to Gary's greatgrandparent's home that was built in
1860 and is surrounded by 136 acres.
Mary was chosen as Outstanding
Bilingual Educator of Illinois and spent
three weeks last summer lecturing at universities in Japan.
Ralph Buesing, Appleton, Wisconsin, is
retired from the paper industry but is still
quite b usy. He spends his time playing
the piano with several jazz groups as
well as playing for weddings and funerals. He also travels, volunteers, and does
watercolor painting.
Marjorie James Nelson, Salem, South
Carolina, plays golf several times a week,
belongs to a choral group, and a prayer
group. But she says, "the most rewarding
thing I do is my volunteer work tutoring
adults with dyslexia."
Bob Partridge, C, Wilson, Wyoming, is
busy remodeling his house and fixing up
cars and airplanes. He has a concert
series planned for his singing groupThe Jackson Hole Chorale.
Joan Atwell, New York City, New York,
manages the New York office of Lucas
Film Ltd. / Ind ustrial Light and Magic.
This company was founded by George
Lucas and was set up to create the special
effects for the Star Wars Trilogy. These
effects are all computer generated and
have been seen in Terminator 2, Indiana
Jmrcs, and Jurassic Park. In New York,
they market this technology to ad agencies for use in commercials. An unforgettable experience for Joan several years
ago was trackin g and observing mountain gorillas in Rwanda. This silverback
male was seen in Gorillas in/he Mist.
Sadly, he was shot during the recent civil
war in that country, but the experience of
seeing him eye-to-eye will live with her
forever.
Mary Shultz Barham, Gladstone,
Missouri, and her husband Ellis share
activities at the local Garden Club. They
had a year filled with family reunions.
Mary says "my interest in demonstrating
weaving at a local living history village
has expanded into joining the Weaving
Guild ~nd volunteering for Kansas City's
first D1ckens Holiday Fair."

1950
45th Reunion-June 17-19, 1994
Lorraine Schwartzbeck Thor, Liverpool,
New York, is very busy as her church
historian. She is making a video, writing
monthly articles for the church newsletter, and preparing for the church's 17Sth
anniversary. She is also active in two
other historical associations and volunteers in the school library.
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Joan Spencer Hill, Sun City West,
Arizona, and her husband Howard have
left Racine for warmer climates in
Arizona. Joan gave up her business, Pine
Cone Art, when she relocated.
Marilyn Giese Bonneson, Brookfield,
Wisconsin, and her husband Garland
planned a cruise through the Panama
Canal recently. She keeps busy with
church activities and volunteer work.
Jane Rumpf Knight, Wauwatosa,
Wisconsin, had an art show in Gallery
2"18, Milwaukee, in November. An
expressionist painter, most of her paintings were oils in a series of figureground, hard-edge landscapes, with the
color keyed high. Two of the entries were
in her new mode, with acrylics and
chalks, in surrealist figurations. She also
took an art history tour in October to
Spain.
Marion Barnes Nicolay, Marco Island,
Florida, is writing a weekly cooking column for a paper in Florida. She completed a nonfiction book about ten years of
flying and is teaching an arts and crafts
class at a church.
Delores Taylor, Irma, South Carolina, is
counseling a group of probationers. Her
father, a retired minister, is now living
with her.
Audrey Gilg, Osaka, Japan, hopes to be
in Milwaukee this summer. She is an
English teacher and on the board of
trustees for a woman's college in Osaka
run by the United Church of Christ.

1951
45th Reunion-June 1997

1952
45th Reunion-June 1997

1953
45th Reunion-June 1997
Cynthia Cooley, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, had her artwork in an
exhibition called !mages of Tnduslry in the
Corrideor Gallery and Rotunda in the
National Academy of Sciences,
Washington, D.C.

1954
40th Reunion-June 17-19, 1994
Thomas and Mary Alice Smith Piper,
' 56, have ten "wonderful grandchildren."
Mary is enjoying her flexible hours as
administrative secretary in Thomas's
home-based office. Mary says she "would
like to hear from anyone. Special request:
Annie Babbington, '56, where are you?"

1955
40th Reunion-June 1995
Rosemary Margaret Freeman Lehman,
Stoughton, Wisconsin, received her Ph.D.
Ln distance education and adult learning
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from the University of Wisconsin,
Madison, in the fall of 1991. Rosemary's
ninth grandchild was born just before
Thanksgiving.
Jeanine Hallock Armstrong, Clouis,
California, is looking forward to retiring
from PBS. Both she and her husband
William are active in the community,
Substance Abuse Council, United Way,
Boy Scouts, and local politics.
Richard and Carol Yates Zuehlke, '56,
Wakefield, Rhode Island,
travel often since Richard became the
assistant to the director of Gordon
Research Conferences. In the past year
they have been to Germany, California,
Hawaii, and New York.

19S6

40th Reunion-June 1996
Ken and Shirley Seefeld, Oshkosh,
Wisconsin, are building a log house in St.
George, Utah- " wonderful climate and
beautiful scenery." Ken has retired from
the funeral business and is now a dealer
for Wilderness Log Homes. Shirley is
working part-time for a commercial real
estate development firm that builds shopping centers anchored by Wal-Mart
stores.
Jan Vander Heyden Erdman, Appleton,
Wisconsin, received the Wisconsin
Elementary Science Teachers
Distinguished Teaching Award last year.
She has been teaching fifth-grade science
for over twenty years and has coordinated district science for five years. She says
she has no retirement plans----" too many
things to yet accomplish."
Robert Negronida, Hollandale,
Wisconsin, has switched careers and is
now an innkeeper with his wife Janet. He
said that his inn, The Old Granary Inn,
has been used to shoot Lands End
Christmas catalogs. While his two chocolate labs are in a few photographs,
Roberts says, "I have yet to be asked."

19S7
40th Reunion-June 1997

19S8
40th Reunion-June 1998

19S9
35th Reunion-June 1995
Judy Halley McWhirter, Winnetka,
Illinois, and her husband Bruce are building a second home near Chapel Hill,
North Carolina. The new home is on ten
acres at the top of a small mountain.
Mary Adams Bone, Marie, Michigan, is
an associate professor in the department
of business and economics at Lake
Superior State University. Mary devotes a
great deal of her spare time to the
Citizens' Advisory Council for the county

mental health board. Their current project is to establish a program in which
volunteers are matched, on the basis of
shared interests, with people who have
been recently discharged from hospitals.
Dick and Peg Evans Lintvedt, Grosse
Pointe Park, Michigan, are both busy. Peg
commutes from Grosse Pointe to Delray,
Florida, where she is able to work on her
painting in a more relaxed atmosphere.
Dick chairs the department of chemistry
at Wayne State University.

1960

35th Reunion-June 1995
Marienne French Ketzle, Jacksonville,
Florida, retired in June of 1993 as the
head of the technical services department
of the Jacksonville Public Libraries where
she had worked for thirty years.
Marienne is working with a group which
translates print materials into braille with
computers.
Penelope Kegal-Flom, Houston, Texas, is
the president of the National Association
for Women in Science. The association
has 5,000 members and fifty-six local
chapters in thirty-six states, including
Alaska and Hawaii. The association's
mission is to promote opportunities for
women to enter the sciences and achieve
career goals.
Karen Rather Stiles, Edina, Minnesota,
and her husband William have done a
great deal of traveling since they both
retired in 1992. They have been to
Australia, New Zealand, Hawaii,
California, New York, and Europe.
Sharon Heald, Chicago, Illinois, took
early retirement offered to Chicago teachers. "I've woken up everyday since with
a smile on my face. I'm having a great
time and feel as though I have started a
new and wonderful life." Sharon now
devotes more time to her antique business.
Nancy Wissmiller Moland, Beaverton,
Oregon, had a short visit with Anita
Kopplin, '60, in Scottsdale last spring
and says that "all is very well here with
my real estate business."

1961

35th Reunion-June 1995

1962

35th Reunion-June 1998

1963

35th Reunion-June 1998
Barbara Donahue Larsen, Denver,
Colorado, still writes and teaches poetry.
She sings in a community choir with Jean
Eisch Casey, '50, Gretchen Wilterding,
'52, Lee Traven, '52, Lincoln Wickmann,
'38, and Anita Peterson, '48.
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David Borth, Big Rapids, Michigan, was
named the Outstanding Practicing
Principal of the Year for the state of
Michigan, 1993, by the Michigan
Elementary and Middle Schools
Principal's Association. Borth's many
innovative programs include a
home/school coordinator who works
directly with families not only to increase
parent involvement, but also to help
increase the communication between parents and students.

1964

35th Reunion-June 1998

196S

30th Reunion-June 1996

1966

30th Reunion-June 1996

1968

30th Reunion-June 1999
Nancy DeYoung, Grand Rapids,
Michigan, is working twenty to twentyfive hours a week as a probation officer
in a job-share position. She says it is
"truly great for those of us who want to
work and be moms, too." She has one
son at Grinnell College in Iowa and her
daughter is a freshman in high school.

1969

25th Reunion-June 1995

1970

25th Reunion-June 1995

1971

25th Reunion-June 1996

1972
25th Reunion-June 1997
Jan Goldberg, Glencoe, Illinois, has completed her education and is certified as a
psychoanalyst. She and her family are
moving to a "place in suburbia that
reminds me of the north woods of
Wisconsin." Jan and her husband are
considering adopting another child.
Sherry Wilson Kopecky, Elmhurst,
Illinois, is enjoying her second year as
assistant superintendent for curriculum
and instruction in the K-12 school district
in Geneva .
Berry Rogers, Green Lake, Wisconsin, is
a surgeon in Ripon and Berlin. His wife
Ann is a church organist. She along with
their daughter, Ginny, have begun harp
lessons.
Larry Maple, Bartlesville, Oklahoma,
says that his family is still very involved
in soccer. He is in his fourth year as an
assista nt coach and his second as a
referee. Both his daughters played on the
same team which ended with a winning
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record.
Joe Chauncey, Seattle, Washington, is a
partner with Waterleaf Architecture and
Interiors. He says that he is develop ing a
project in the West Indies w ith John
Fischer, ' 72. Joe's family is hosting an
exchange student from Germany.
Nancy Mott Behrens, Glendale,
Wisconsin, recently earned her Masters in
Reading/ Language Arts from Cardinal
Stritch College.
Robert Rutter, Green Bay, Wisconsin,
became the director of teacher ed ucation
at St. Norbert College in June 1993. He
received the Leonard Led vina Award fo r
Excellence in College Teaching d uring
May 1993 grad uation ceremonies.
Nancy Reed Allred, West Jordan, Utah,
teaches parH ime at a private school and
works part-time as a dog groomer, hoping to open her own shop soon. She is
active in church, 4-H, sings in a choir,
and plays viola in a local orchestra. She
also fin ds time to take care of what she
calls a "mini-farm."
Alex Maas, Chicago, Illinois, enjoys traveling with his dau ghter, Andrea. Recently
they spent ten days in Israel. He says he
would love to hear from Jim Simpson,
Ben Pierson, Doug Madow, and Patt
Rock- "my buddies from ' 72."
Kris and Jane Keown Oliver, Sutton,
Massachusetts, and their family are very
involved in amateur radio opera ting. Kris
is not only an amateur radio operator,
but also vice president of the Central
Mass Amateur Radio Association. Jane
and their d aughter, Rebecca are both
technicians. If their son Daniel would
take the test, "we wou ld be a complete
family of hams!"
Jim Richardson, Merrill, Wisconsin, and
his wife, Eileen, share a photograp hy
business in addition to their teaching
careers. Jim says that the business keeps
them busy with weddings and other jobs.
He still enjoys teaching, though, because
"it still offers a variety of challenges
which make education both exciting and
frus trating."
SuAnne Schreiner, Chicago, Illinois, has
moved to a new position in Rotary
International. She now manages all
aspects of the Rotary International
President's office. Since the president
changes every year, she says the job
"keep s me on my toes."
Kathy Krendl, Bloomington, Indiana,
was appointed dean of Indiana
University's School of Continuing
Studies. Krendl, who has been with IU
since 1983, began her duties as dean last
January.
Jane Sramek, South Fremante, Western
Australia, visited the United States and
Canada last July including a weekend on
the Lawrence campus. While here she

visited with Tim Brown, ' 72, Jim
Simpson, ' 72, and Steve Delap, ' 72. They
telephoned Doug Madow and Kim
Wahamaki, both ' 72.
Kate Walsh Leatham, Chicago, Illinois,
joined former classmates in Appleton to
salute Dorrit Friedlander, who
announced her retirement last year. Kate
says they were a "moving party in various locations on campus, ending up in a
Ma in Hall classroom where we had the
endless slid e show of Deutschland memories."
Dr. Roger Kelly, Miami, Florida, was
promoted to professor of neurology and
elected to the American Neurological
Association.
Mary Stuckert, Irvine, California, continues to work toward s a Ph.D. in Spanish
at the University of California and plans
to do her thesis on contemporary women
writers in Mexico. She hopes to spend
part of this summer in Mexico City.

1973
20th Reunion-Ju ne 17-19,1994
Cynthia and John, ' 72, Gilpin, Afton,
Minnesota, enjoyed their trip to France
last spring with Ron and Kristin Lahner,
both '73.
Rev. Nancy Johnson Russell, Wausau,
Wisconsin, was selected to represent the
Wisconsin Confere nce United Church of
Christ on a clergy exchange to the United
Reformed Church of England . She visited
churches in the southwestern province of
England during February and March.
Nancy and her hu sband, Stephen, also
keep very busy trying to keep up with
their three children who are now in three
different schools.
Betsy Comstock Humphrey, Lyndh urst,
Ohio, is vice president of Humphrey Co.
and says she is enjoying helping the company grow and change as it enters its
lOOth year in business. Her two children
"are growing as are their interests." She
enjoyed a short visit with Pat Marinac,
' 73, and Sue Conkey Running, '73, last
summer.
Todd Thurwachter, Japa n, is the only
U.S. commercial officer in Central Japan
fo r the United States Department of
Commerce.
Scott Wenzlau, Colorado Springs,
Colorado, is in a two year Master of Fine
Arts program in ceramics at the
Cranbrook Academy of Art.
David Danner, Quakertown,
Pennsylvania, and his family enjoyed a
two-week tour of Italy and Austria last
su mmer with the St. Thomas Choir of
Men and Boys. David's son, Peter, is in
his third year as a boy chorister. David is
continuing his part-time work toward a
Doctor of Ministry degree at the
Lutheran Theological Seminary in
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Philadelphia.
Stanley Kingsley Day, Evanston, Illinois,
is now senior editor in University
Publications at Northwestern University.
Last summer he was musical
director I arranger I pianist for a revue of
Irving Berlin songs at the Na tional Jewish
Theatre and was nominated for a Joseph
Jefferson Award for musical direction.
His new comedy, Tour de Farce, opened at
Chicago's Wisd om Bridge Theatre in
September.
Augustin Fosu, Auburn Hills, Michigan,
was p romoted to professor of economics
at Oakland University in August 1993.
Jeanette Castro Hachmeister, Elmhurst,
Illinois, says that she and her husband
David are "into everything except sleep."
Both of their children are involved in
traveling soccer so they are "on the road
every weekend ." Jeanette is also working
three jobs: teaching aerobics, sign language, and editing.
Karen Kirhofer Hansen, Salt Lake City,
Utah, has been p romoted to associate
p rofessor at the University of Utah.
Karen and her husband Bob are "having
lots of fu n with our three wonderful children, ou r jobs, and in the outdoors in
Utah."
Orlando Holway, IV, Gurnee, Illinois, is
an international sales manager for LINC
Equipment Services, Inc. His two oldest
children are through college and he says
that occasionally his w ife Linda and his
youngest daughter are able to travel with
him . Orlando says he is "basically just
living-enjoying family, work, and vacations."
G retchen Jahn, Eastlake, Colorado, was
surprised to finish seventh out of fortyeight in the Air Race Classic. She says,
"flying airplanes is a very important part
of my life." She plans to race again next
year.
Patricia Marinac, Weyauwega,
Wisconsin, enjoys being a teacher of biology and environmental science in the
Appleton Area School District. She says
"it's a challenging time to be in the field
of education, but I enjoy the opportunities that present themselves in science
and environmental education."
Richard Zimman, Appleton, Wisconsin,
is assistant principal at Einstein Junior
High School and says "my life's work is
inscribed on bathroom stall doors by
non-admiring adolescents." He added
that "it's great to be alive-put things in
perspective and keep a sense of humor."
Duffie Adelson, Chicago, Illinois, was
recently named executive director of the
Merit Music Program w here he had
served as associate director since 1986.
Anne Glad, Minneapolis, Minnesota, and
her husband, Stan, spent six days traveling the Colorado River through the
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Grand Canyon. Anne had always wanted
to return to the Grand Canyon after a
three-day rafting trip with a group from
Lawrence in 1972.
Sally Hutson Edwards, Cary, North
Carolina, is still teaching pre-school
handicapped children and "still loving
it." Last summer, Sally ran Peace Camps
for children ages 6-14 through Educators
for Social Responsibility.
Phyllis Peter-Mallard, Arlington,
Virginia, visits Lawrence twice a year for
Alumni Association Board of Directors
meetings and says that she always leaves
"with a warm, rosy glow of nostalgia that
lasts a couple of weeks after each visit."
Last summer, while on vacation, Phyllis
and her husband, Steve, visited with
Valerie Sivinski, '73.

1974
20th Reunion-June 17-19, 1994

1975
20th Reunion-June 17-19, 1994
Mary Lynn Campbell Toycen, Chippewa
Falls, Wisconsin, is currently vice president of the local school board. She has
also served two terms on the county
board.

1976
20th Reunion-June 1997
Joe Troy, Appleton, Wisconsin, was reelected to a second six-year term as a
State Circuit Court Judge in April1993.
He was also elected, by fellow judges, to
serve on a committee to write jury
instructions that will be used statewide in
civil cases. Joe says he received another
golf lesson when he visited Earl
Patterson, '76, in Minnesota.
Craig Gagnon, Chanhassen, Minnesota,
began a two-year term as president of the
Lawrence University Alumni Association
and says he returns to Appleton regularly. He and his family moved to the Twin
Cities over a year ago and says they are
"still delighted with Minnesota."
John Davis, Neenah, Wisconsin, is the
director of health promotions for LaSalle
Clinic. He and his family recently moved
back to the Fox Valley after sixteen years
in Chicago.
Susan Karow, Friendswood, Texas, was
recently promoted to lead art teacher of
Galena Park School District.
Elizabeth Scollay Jayne, Green Bay,
Wisconsin, has completed her coursework for her master's degree in computers in education.
Rev. Barbara Kelley, Feasterville,
Pennsylvania, is now the Interim Rector
at St. James Episcopal Church. She says
she enjoyed hiking in the Adirondacks of
New York and the White Mountains of
New Hampshire last summer.
Elizabeth Tretow Cunningham,

Libertyville, Illinois, received the Special
Librarian of the Year Award from the
North Suburban Library System of
Illinois for multitype library cooperation.
Although she enjoys having a family, she
says, "I wish I could put bricks on my
children's heads so they'd slow up on
growing up so quickly."
Gene Peterson, Edmonds, Washington,
spent six weeks in London last spring
and while there spent time with Professor
J.B. Brackenridge at the London Center.
In October, he met Bob Hanisch, '76, and
Kyran Dowling, '76, at Bob's house in
Maryland.
James Thorpe, DeForest, Wisconsin, says
his New Year's resolution is to let his
classmates, Dave Chernick, Randy
Soderman and John VanDuzer, '77, win
at poker.

1977
20th Reunion-June 1997

1978
20th Reunion-June 1997

1979
15th Reunion-June 1995
Astrid Strasburger-Manoli, Germany,
was relieved that her family was "spared
by this Christmas's floods along the
Rhine." She and her family enjoyed a
great weekend visit with Claus Meyer,
'79, and his family.
Paul and Carol Stohrer, '78, Grench,
Everett, Washington, have "a gregarious
second grader who enjoys gymnastics,
skating, and reading." Paul is a fifth
grade teacher and Carol is a family
physician.
Richard Faust, Gulfport, Missouri, started taking flying lessons last October and
flew his first solo on Thanksgiving Day.
He spent the holidays in Wisconsin and
visited with Bob Whitely, '79, and family
in St. Louis on his way home.
Thomas Spear, New York. New York, is
an associate professor of French at
Lehman College. He was the co-editor of
CC/ine and the Politics of Difference, a critical anthology, translator of the novel,
Brooklyn Bridge, and has written many
articles on French authors.
Tracy Casher, Aspen, Colorado, enjoys
living in Aspen and has owned her own
store, the Alpine Shirt Company, for
almost ten years. She wants to know
where Christy Dunker, '79, is.
Michael Gerlicher, Milwaukie, Oregon,
received his CPA license in October 1993
and is in his third year of public accounting.
Libby Barber, Portland, Oregon, was
promoted to associate principal in june
1993 at BOORA Architects. Libby is one
of the first two women architects ever to
become stockholders in the thirty-five
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year history of the company.
John and Teri Bill, Glendale, Wisconsin,
are co-owners of a financial advising
business, Manchester Financial
Corporation.
Dr. Karen K Nelson, Minneapolis,
Minnesota, was recently appointed director of educational and institutional
research at St. Olaf College.
Kris Hoffman, Monterey, California, is
the chief in training and transition services for the United States Department of
Defense. She says that since she has
moved to California from Florida, she
has, "gained a new appreciation for the
friends and family support structure."
Mark Rosen, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
opened a criminal law firm with a friend
over two years ago and it continues to be
successful. Mark says the success is" a
commentary on the state of our society if
there ever was one." He still sees Bill
Shaw, '78, Joe Marini, '77, and Randy
Soderman, '76.
Mike Fogel, Chino Valley, Arizona, says
he has "cashed-in my pursuit of NCAA
basketball championships and urban living" for life in Arizona. He now coaches
high school basketball. He and his wife,
Wendy Watson, '78, are enjoying their
new home which is surrounded by
mountains and only hvo hours from the
Grand Canyon.
Don and Meg Malde Amosti, St. Paul,
Minnesota, had a very busy year. Meg. a
freelance developmental editor of textbook publishing, finished the Twin
Cities Marathon while Don, the
Minnesota Director of the National
Audubon Society, canoed the Quetico.

1980
Debra A. Klassman
833 Spring Creek Court
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
Deborah Anderson Reitz
4730 North Bartlett Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53211
15th Reunion-June 1995
Randy Behm, Westlake, Ohio, was
appointed to the Ohio Student Aid
Commission.
Rick Davis, Arlington, Virginia, directed
Lawrence Professor Fred Caines's play,
Cellophane Xerox in August 1993 for the
Theater of the First Amendment.
Robert Foss, Rockville, Maryland,
received his master's degree in molecular
biology from the Uniformed Services
University of the Health Science. He also
passed the board certification examination in oral pathology in October of 1993.
Julie VandeBerg Radzicki, Worcester,
Maine, works as a community health
nurse for the Visiting Nurse Association
of Central Massachusetts.
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Laura Zientek Sorensen, Shorewood,
Wisconsin, works for Midwest Express
Airlines as manager of the revenue management department.
Jim Scheuer, Owen, Wisconsin, presented a session on "The Young
Percussionist" at the Wisconsin Music
Educators Association's 1993 State Music
Confere nce. Jim was also recognized as
the Owen-Withee Teacher of the Year in

1993.
Lynn Staszak, Miami, Florida, is the
assistant music director for Yamaha
Music Latin American Corporation.
Dan Stifter, Rice Lake, Wisconsin, was
promoted to director of marketing at
Jerome Foods.

Jill Swenson, Ithaca, New York, has had
three articles accepted for publication in
scholarly journals.
Jeff Griese, Wheaton, Illinois, is
employed by Andersen Consulting.
Robert Hcilbronner, Chicago, Illinois,
chaired a symposium on the international
development of neuropsychology in
Portugal last summer. Currently, Robert
is participating in a two-year training
program in psychoanalytic psychotherapy with teachers in Chicago's Cabrini
Green school.

1981
Emily Hawkes Bland
59 Gibbs Lane
Stowe, VT 05672
Teresa Miller Spevacek
5376 Temple Court
Madison, WI 53705
15th Reunion-June 1995
Julio Camarena-Villasenor, New York
City, New York, is a candidate for a post
in the United Nations Secretarial. Julio
says that "my work. ..continues to be challenging a nd rewarding." He recently
completed two years as executive officer
for the Regional Bureau for Latin
America and the Caribbean of the United
Nations Development Programme.
Robert Alexander, Elmhurst, Illinois,
works as a sales representative for
Universal Networks.
Lynn Berry, New York City, New York,
is a newswoman for the International
Desk of the Associated Press.
TJ Bolger, Geneva, lllinois, is the government relations director for UST, lnc. His
wife Mary is a Ph.D. in Pediatric
Psychology
Joseph Brachman, Platteville, Wisconsin,
is an assistant professor of music at the
University of Wisconsin-Platteville. He
has had musical collaborations with several classmates and professors from
Lawrence. Joe says "Hello to Pete Olson
and David Becker."

Lisa Marie Brady, Portage, Indiana, is a
high school math teacher in a "rough section of Gary." She and her husband
David have just returned from Germany
where they lived for several years.
Barbara Phillips Chryst, Arvada,
Colorado, is a software consultant. She
and her husband, Randy, have two children, Emily and Daniel.
Frederique Farouz DeMuelemeester,
Chatou, France, is an executive secretary
for an international investment company.
H er husband is opening a restaurant near
Paris and they welcome any Lawrentians.
Michael Fortuna, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
is a self-employed architectu ral designer,
working mainly on restoration and rehabilitation projects.
James Gandre, New York City, New
York, is the dean of admissions and
alumni at the Manhattan School of Music.
Jim's recent accomplishments include
singing back-up on an album by the Pet
Shop Boys and singing at Carnegie H all
with the Israel Philharmonic.
Don Geenan, Appleton, Wisconsin, is
principal at a n elementary school. He
received his M.A. in Education
Administration from Marion College in
1992.
Jessica Grover Hollembaek, C, Denver,
Colorado, sang w ith her chuch choir in
cathedrals all over England and Scotland
this past summer.
Sophocles Karapas, Grosse Pointe Farms,
Michigan, is an analyst with GM. H e and
his w ife, Elena Piscalistis, '80, have two
children, Irene and Andrew.
Barbara Lee, Staten Island, New York,
joined the musical faculty at Wagner
College this year.
Andi Louthan, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, is
a high school math teacher and has one
daughter, Margaret.
Cindy Boeye McGinnis, Rogersville,
Missouri, is a shareholder at a law firm in
Springfield. She recently had a reunion
weekend in Stowe, Vermont with
Cora lee Ferk Ott, '81, Sue McGrath
M ielenhausen, '81, and Emily Hawkes
Bland, '81 .
Suzy Schmidt Robertson, Minnetonka,
Minnesota, is a contributing author of a
collection of folklore and folksongs called

From Sea to Shining Sea.
Paula Smith Roemer, Richfield, Ohio,
recently won first place in a 10K race in
her age group. She keeps in touch with
Kris Hoover Beshire, '81.
John Schoenfeld, Chicago, Illinois, is an
associate with Kirkland & Ellis law firm.
Mahnaz Ali Khan Sh abbir, Stilwell,
Kansas, recently moved into her newly
built home on thirty-four acres in the
Ozarks.
Helen Snook, Knoxville, Tennessee, and
her husband recently moved to Knoxville
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and became homeowners.
Elise Swenson, New York City, New
York, completed training to be a p sychoanalyst and now has a practice in
Manhattan. She also has developed a
social work service at a Settlement House
in the inner city.
Brian K. Tse, Hong Kong. works as a
regional sales director for the State Street
Bank and Trust Co.
Barbara Van Buskirk Van De Laarschot,
Green Bay, Wisconsin, works as a lecture r in applied clarinet at the University of
Wisconsin, Green Bay. She was nominated this year for the Golden Apple Award
for innovation in teaching.
James and Anne Smith Cornelius,
U rbana, Illinois, are very busy with their
new baby. James began graduate work in
British H istory at the University of
Illinois last fall.
Jack Erkilla, Glendale, Wisconsin, is a
senior attorney with Firstar Corporation,
in Milwaukee.

1982
Rebecca C. Devereu.x
Apartment B-1
358 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, MA 02115
Lynn Gordon Sellon
97 Easton Road
Westport, CT 06880
15th Reunion-June 1998

1983
Patricia L. Quentel
1A Orange Street
Chaleston, SC 29401
Emily Copeland
40A Indian Terrace
Middletown, RI 02842
15th Reunion-June 1998
Andrew Burnett, Santiago, Chile, is the
associate director for environmental programs for the Peace Corps in Chile.
Rod Harvey, Chicago, Jllinois, is a senior
p roject manager at Environmental
Science and Engineering. Inc. He writes
that he is always amazed at the number
of Lawrentians he runs into in Chicago.
Sally Johnson, Appleton, Wisconsin, is a
lecturer in the English department at the
University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh.
Jody Koteski, Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, is
a vice president of Fiduciary
Management, Inc. She is looking forward
to a trip to Austria with Pam Paulsen,
'83, and Wendy Hansen, '83. She enjoys
gardening, knitting. sailing, and working
on her house.
Paul McComas, Evanston, Illinois, is
employed as the associate director of

publications and public rela tions at
Northwestern University Medical School.
Pa ul's forty-five minute movie, Desert
Slacks, p remiered in Febru ary 1994.
Filmed primarily in the South Dakota
Badlan ds, it is a romantic comedy about a
p roper British paleontologist a nd the
cowboy who works as her trail guide and
crew chief. Paul was the writer, d irector,
co-executive, producer, actor, and composer in the movie.
Michael B. Nelson, Minneapoils,
Minnesota, has spent the last two years
tou ring a nd recording with "Prince and
the New Power Generation" as the trombonist a nd leader I arranger for the ba nd' s
five-piece horn section. In four tours,
Michael has traveled through Europe, the
United States, Japan, and Australia. He
has played in outdoor m usic festivals in
Ger ma ny, Austria, and Australia, performed in a live show on the BBC, and
performed in a sold-out concert for about
100,000 people at Wembley Stadium. H e
also has performed on recordings and
videos w ith Prince and rela ted Paisley
Pa rk/ Wa rner Brothers artists.
Christine Ne umille r, Olympia,
Washington, is a hydrogeologist w ith the
Washington State Department of
Ecology. Christine has kept busy taking
downhill ski lessons, playing co-ed and
women's ice hockey, rollerblading. a nd
house h unting. Christine w ill be coordina ting the next reunion a nd w ill be soliciting help in th e near futu re.
Erik O sten so, Ladysmith, Wisconsin, is
self-e mployed as a n opto metrist.
Patricia L Quentel, Charleston, South
Ca rolina, p ractices corpora te la w. She is a
me mber of the Bo;ud of D irectors of
Charleston Habitat fo r Humanity and
active in The Junior League of
Charleston.
Allison Mead Schultz, Bonduel,
Wisconsin, is a full-time mom to Peter
a nd Margaret. Allison is busy teaching
beginning piano and is a Girl Scout
leader.
Pa ul H. Smith, Fargo, North Dakota, is
d irector of marketing and business development a t H eartland Medical Ce nter in
Fa rgo. Paul a nd his w ife, Polly H arke rSmith, '84, moved to Fargo in the autum n
o f 1992 a nd recently boug ht a house.
Although their newest hobby is s hopping
a t ha rdware stores, Pa ul a nd Polly recently tra veled to no rthe rn California,
Wiru,ipeg, Chicago, and Nli.nnea polis.
Brian S. Tishuk, Springfield, Virginia, is
a financial a nalyst/ attorney for the
U nited States Treasury Department.
Paul Condrell, Alexandria, Virginia, is
president of the U.S. China Investment
Corporation. In early 1993, Paul a nd his
wife, Stacy, moved to Canton, China a nd
started The Healthy Household, a mail-

order catalog, serving the Chinese market. His corporation employs twenty-six
people.

1984
Marcia Troup Beare
4039 Capps D rive
Dallas, TX 75209
10th Re union-June 17-19, 1994

1985
Tammie Folle tt
328 South Snelling Ave nue
St. Paul, MN 55105
Susannah Lurie
Apartment G DN
551 Hinman A venue
Evanston, IL 60202
lOth Reunion-June 1995

1986
Nicole Condon
Apartment 8
749 11th Ave nue, S.
Hopkins, MN 55343
lOth Reunion-June 1996
Anne-Marie Fey rer-Melk, Scottsdale,
Arizona, was named Intern of the Year
(1991-92) and Resident of the Year (199293). Anne-Marie is a PGY Ill Resident in
internal medicine at Good Samaritan
Medical Center.
Jeff Walker, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, will
have one of his essays published in the
North Dakota Quarterly this summer. The
essay, "Rema pping Fre udian America:
Adrienne Rich and the Adu lt Son," is a
shortened version of the opening cha pte r
of his dissertatio n.
Kerrik Wesse l, Minneapolis, Minnesota,
is an a rchitecture student a t the
University of Minnesota a nd recently was
the ca reta ker for a Frank Lloyd Wright
house.
Scott Whitcom b, Denver, Colorad o, was
awarded Scripps Howard Designer of the
Year, 1991 a nd 1992.

1987
Jane Ellen Barde n
No. 107
5500 South Shore D rive
Chicago, IL 60637
Jennifer Johnson
5621 North Wayne Stree t
Chicago, IL 60660
lOth Reunion-June 1997

1988
Kathryn Andrew Willett
88 South Old Creek Road
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Palos l'ark, IL 60464
l Oth Re union-June 1998
Heather Haen Ande rson, St. Louis Park,
Minnesota, is busy raising her two children a nd volunteering at the Early
C hildhood/ Family Education program.
Lisa Becke t, Smyrna, Georgia, is a structural e ngineer for Lockheed Ae rona utical
Systems.
Claire Fennell, Evanston, Illinois, is a
public relations specialist for MFS
Communications Co.
Andrew Fisher, Wheaton, Illinois, is a
senior claims representative for CNA
Insurance.
Da niel Fosbu rgh, Aurora, Colorado, is a
medical student at the University of
Colorad o.
John Kubley, Boulder, Colorado, is a
resea rch chemist for Gates Rubbe r Co.
Jeffrey Martin s, San Francisco,
Ca lifornia, recently completed law school
a nd is working for the U.S. District Court
for the Northern District of California
w hile applying to Ph.D. programs.
Douglas Ma uck, Beaverton, O regon, was
married in Hawaii in October. Douglas is
currently working fo r the U.S. Fish a nd
Wildl ife Service in the ecological services
division.
Scott Que hl, Washington D.C., is a country officer for the Dominican Republic
w ith the World Bank.
Sarah Sessions, Oakwood, O ll io, is the
cura tor of h istory and collections for the
Montgomery County H istorical Society.
Rebeaa Shereikis, Evanston, Illinois, is
in her second year of a Ph.D. program in
African H istory at Northweste rn
Unive rsity.

1989
10th Reunion-June 1999
Dr. D ia ne Macutha Savage, Seattle,
Was hington, is a childre n's dentist a nd
"loving it."
Shaw n Andary, Marquette, W isconsin, is
a music teacher and library aide for
Powell Township Schools and Perter
White Public Library.
Margie Bersten Boldt, Norman,
Okla homa, is working on her Ph.D. in
bus in ess administration w ith a major
a rea in accounting. Margie says that she
a nd her husband Louis pla n to finis h
their Ph .D. work in 1997.
Elizabeth Davis, Ntilwaukee, Wisconsin,
is a senior account executive for
Ameritech Publishing.
Chris Gamsky, Madison, Wisconsin, is
working on his Ph.D. in analytical chemistry and hopes to finish sometime in the
fall of 1994.
Bradley J. H olbrook, Plainfield, lllinbis,
is a senio r territory manager for Allergan
Pha rmaceuticals Inc.
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Eric Johnson, Madison, New Jersey, is a
project analyst for Exxon Research and
Engineering. H e traveled to ThaiJand
during 1993.
David N. Knapp, Mount Vernon, Iowa,
has been promoted to assistant vice president for Securities Corporation of Iowa
David Larkin, Munich, Germany, is the
video editor at Hueber Verlag. H e has
been living and working in Munich since
September of 1992. He says, "Enjoy vacationing in the USA. Such a lovely country
you have and so large!"
Kelly McKane, Reston, Virginia, resigned
as class secretary in February 1994. She
said, " I want to take this opportunity to
thank all my classmates who responded
to m y class letter over the years! I appreciated all of your cooperation."
Ray E. Ostwald, Elb>in, Illinois, is an
orchestra director for School District U46. He plans to attend graduate school
next year. Currently, he cond ucts a youth
orchestra and a college band, in addition
to his high school teaching.
Joel Reese, Missoula, Montana, is a
reporter for the Missoula lnd~,.7Jendent.
Soozung Sa, Wautoma, Wiscons in, is a
youth director at C race United Methodist
Church. She is also working part-time as
the associate director of LucerneRidgewood Retreat Center, with an
emphasis on marketing.
Jennifer Sajna, Madison, Wisconsin, is a
budget and policy analyst for the State of
Wisconsin-Department of
Administration.
Kristen L Seaver, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, is a commodities analyst for
Ambrosia Chocolate.

1990
Colleen Vahey
Apartment 210
2295 East Iliff A venue
Denver, CO 80210
5th Reunion-June 1996
laura Barreras, Gallup, New Mexico,
teaches fourth grade in a mostly Navajo
community.
Erik Brainard, Grayslake, Illinois, is
d irector of marketing at Standard Metal
Products Co., Inc.
Kelly Bunte, Minneapolis, Minnesota,
teaches social studies in the Minnetonka
School District. Last year, she was named
Rookie of the Year, an award given to
one of ten new teache rs who received the
most student votes.
Thomas Harborth, Bremen, Germany, is
studying American Studies and Cultural
Sciences at Bremen University.
Amy Hirt, Wilmette, J\linois, is a volunteer coordinator and communications
specialist at Hadley School for the Blind
in Winnetka, Tllinois.

Kristin Kusmierek, Galesburg, Illinois, is
the associate director of admissions at
Knox College.
Jeanette Miller, Wauwatosa, Wisconsin,
will gradua te from lhe Medical College
of Wisconsin in May. As one of her last
senior rotations, she will go to Kenya for
two months.
Mark Niquette, Hubbt~rd, Ohio, is a
political writer for The Viudicator
Jeff Peters, Ann Arbor, Michigan, is pursuing a Ph.D. in French Literature at the
University of Michigan.
Gregory A. Petit, Appleton, Wisconsin, is
an attorney with Kachinsky Law Offices.
Jennifer J. Wilcox, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, is the manager of business
development at PACE Arch.itects.
Patrick J. Wilkinson, Washington D.C.,
works as copy editor for the Democratic
Study Group in the U.S. House of
Representatives.
Anand Deo, St. Louis, Missouri, has been
promoted to vice-president of the
Boatmen's Bank chain, the largest bank
ch t~ i n in the Southwestern United Sta tes.

1991
Larry Dahlke
516 South Memorial Drive
Appleton, WI 54911
5th Reunion-June 1996
Martin Buerger, San Antonio, Texas, just
started a new job a t Boehringer
lngelheim as an inte rnational trainee.
Martin will be moving to Milan in June of

1994.
Drew Fredrick, Alexandria, Virginia, was
promoted at PBS in Virginia. His new
title as development associate will put
him in charge of marketing and budgeting for a multi-million dollar endeavor
Craig Hanke, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
and his w ife Carrie just bought a new
house. Craig is at the research lab in the
department of pediatrics at the Wisconsin
Medical College with a focus on treatment of leukemia.
Nick Kondelis, Glenview, Illinois, recently won the American Jurisprudence
Award in Legal Writing. He's a second
year Jaw student at DePaul.
Karrisell Lyons Morawek, Appleton,
Wisconsin, has been keeping busy as a
multicultural outreach specialist for the
Fox Va11ey Girl Scouts, working with
Native Americans, Asian Americans, and
running a diversity drama dub.

1992
Judith Hayes
ApartmentC
1122 East North west Highway
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
5th Reun ion-June 1996
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Sarah Feldt Wilson, Iowa City, Iowa, is
at the University of Iowa working on her
master's degree in secondary English
education while looking for a job. H er
husband, Scott Wilson, '91, is a graduate
assistant with the University of Iowa.
Michael Emery, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
is attending the University of Wisconsin,
Milwaukee, pursuing a master's degree
in school psychology.
Steve Cove ntry, Arlington Heights,
!Uinois, is almost finished with his master's degree in medical physics from the
University of Health Services at the
Chicago Medical School. He expects to
graduate in June.
Karyn Montgomery, Bloomington,
Indiana, is at Indiana University working
on a master's degree in Speech-Language
Pathology and plans to graduate in May
of 1995. She says, "''m enjoying it
immensely and am looking forward to
the day I begin practicing for a salary ."
Drew Kesler, Salisbury, Connecticut, is a
science teacher and coach at Salisbury
School in Connecticut. H e writes, "I won
the novice sculling event at the Head o f
the Fish Regatta. No, I w as not the only
entry! There were tw o."
Thomas Cook, Englewood, Colorado,
works for the Peace Corps in Tunisia
building a home in Boultajla as a part of
the "self-help home building project for
the Peace Corps."
Ann Willhoite, Iowa City, Iowa, is in her
second year of medical school at the
U niversity of Iowa.
Kathryn Ahern, Santa Monica,
California, was expecting to receive a
graduate degree in gemology at the
Gemological Institute of America last
April. She writes, "I am very excited to
move to Chicago this spring and live
w ith Tanya Davidson and Judy Hayes. It
has taken me two years to get there and I
can now see the light at the end of the
tunneL A fond hello to my fellow classmates."
Christine Mitchell, Lafayette, Indiana, is
surviving her second year of graduate
school at Purdue University in physical
organic chemistry and a bit of crystallography.
Carrie Sestak, Downers Grove, Illinois,
works for Financial Training Resources as
an assistant project manager.
Shelly Davis, Chicago, 111inois, works for
Chicago Women in Trt~des as an employment coordinator.
Sarah G ilbertson Hersh, Chicago,
Illinois, works for the Lytic Opera as a
singer and chorister.
Tamara Lashbrook, Anchorage, Alaska,
is an import manager for a Russian
impor t/ export company, Slava
International. She has also volunteered
by teaching English as a second language
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through the Anchorage Literacy Project.
In May, she left to serve in the Peace

Corps.
H eid i Lukas, Chicago, Illinois, works for
the Lyric Opera of Chicago as a Special
Events Assistant.
Kare n G rill, LaCrosse, Wisconsin, works
for the Radisson / Slavyanskaya Hotel in
Moscow, Russia, as a language teacher.
She said, "If you happen to be in the area,
give mea call ."
McKell Moorhead, Tucson, Arizona, is
sharing her apartment with Shelly
Muelle r, '92, and working as a professor's assistant in the College of Education
at the University of Arizona. She is also
pursuing a teaching certificate in elementary education.
Michele Mladejovsky, Salt Lake City,
Utah, is p leased to be half way through
law school at the University of Utah.
Bob Ebbe, Madison, Wisconsin, is attending the University of Wisconsin Law
School and was named to the Dea n's List
in the fall of 1992.
Tim Riley, New York City, New York,
says that "it' s been a busy yea r for me at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art." H e
was the exhibition assistant for a show on
silver stained glass rou ndels, co-authored
a family guide, The Art of Medit..'Val Spain,
to be released in 1995. In his free time he
is acting in children's plays and directing / writing Tile Play of Saint Nicholas.
Russell Scott, Little Chute, Wisconsin,
works for Schneider National and is
enrolled in a two-year ma nagement program. In his spare time last fall he
coached the Kauka una Raiders eighth
grade football team to a stellar 6-1 record
a nd a league title. He is living with Steve
Wanty, Pau l Lombardi, and Steve Jung.
H eather Hanson Killa, North Mankato,
Minnesota, is a graduate student and
teaching assistant at Mankato State
University. She and her husba nd a re
enjoying getting to know their new baby
boy. H eather says, "We find being new
parents and grad uate students both challenging a nd rewarding."
Andrea Mursch el, Chicago, Illinois, is
back at the Un iversity of Chicago after a n
extended stay at Harvard . She is working
on her degree in the history of science.
Je re my Latime r, Washington D.C., works
for the Council on Hemisphere Affairs as
a Research Associate.
Martin Arlt, St. Louis, Maryla nd, is a
graduate stu de nt at Washington
Un iversity in St. Louis where he recently
began his Ph .D. thesis.
Shannon G aylord Bakich, Bozeman,
Montana, is a research assistant and
graduate student at Montana State
University. She and her husba nd will be
finished with school in May of 1995. She
says "We can't wait to try the real

world."
Rebeca Stake, Rocheste r, New York,
recently received the Eastman School of
Music Performer' s Certificate. She is
about to finish her master's at the
Eastman School, but says, "I haven 't a
cl ue as to what I'll do after that."
Lynette Wood, Dominican Republic, is in
the Peace Corps and loving it.
Kristin Fuhrmann, Riverwoods, Tllinois,
worked for three months in Shenandoah
National Park doing environmental education programs for students in the third
through fifth grades. Kristin p lans to p ursue the ecological anthropology fie ld fo llowing her many travels, adventures, and
interests in other areas.
Doug Call, Benin, West Africa, is in a village where no Peace Corps vol unteer has
been before. H e says he is alive and well
a nd happy, bu t is learning to deal with
the ba re necessities.
Beth Eyste r, Shorewood, Wisconsin, is a
staff consu ltant w ith Andersen
Consulting.
D eAnne Olson, Nashville, Tennessee, is
starting to believe she is going to be a
professional student. She is in her second
year of graduate school in molecular biology. This spring is her qualifying term
and her first term as a teachers assistant
which will keep her busy. She writes,
"The lab in which I am doing research is
studying the mechanisms by which
steroid hormones regulate gene expression. Our most recent publication came
out in the Ju ly 1993 issue of Science and
my work is a direct continuation of that
paper."
Mary Diane Sta rrett, Chicago, Illinois,
works for Banque Nationale De Paris in
Chicago as a Loan Administra tor.

1993
Johanna J. Jaehnig
1230 East 19th Street
Eugene, OR 97403
5th Reunion-June 1999
Barbara Jean Ande rson, San Pablo,
California, spent last su m mer at Regent
College in Vancouver, British Columbia,
studying New Testament Creek.
Elizabeth Blackwell, St . Louis, Missouri,
is a gradu ate student in social work at
Washington University and is an HIV
counselor at a local commu nity health
center.
Junko Fujiwara, Evanston, lllinois, is a
graduate student in cello performance at
Northwestern University.
Brian Gray, St. Pa ul, Minnesota, works in
the community relations department of
the Minnesota Vikings.
David Guritz, Park Forest, lllinois, is a
naturalist at the Sand Ridge Nature
Center.
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Arleigh H elfer, London, England, is
working and spending his free time visiting cultural sites in England and Europe.
Jeff Jacobson, Quantico, Virginia, is a
Second Lieutenant in the United States
Marine Corps.
Eric Jurgen s, Springfield, Illinois, is a
fi eld assistant at the Illinois State
Museum.
Mark Lodes, Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, is
enjoying the challenge of h is studies at
the Medical College of Wisconsin.
Celia Lyke, Iowa City, Iowa, pla ns to
spend a year in New Zealand for Waldorf
teacher training.
Kelly Patrick O ' Reilly, Atlanta, Georgia,
is attending Emory University Law
School
Dawn Pie rce, Los Angeles, California, is
a graduate student in French at the
University of California.
Anissa Schneider, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, is a veterina ry technician.
U sa Thieme, Colden, Colorado, is a
graduate student in hydrochemical geological engineering at the Colorado
School of Mines.
Jeffrey Wiggins, Iowa City, Iowa, is a
tra nslator a nd archivist at the University
of Iowa Translation Laboratory.

Births
1970's
Sharon and James Walgre n, '73, a son,
Jon Conrad, September 20, 1993.
Lisa and David Davenport, ' 76, a son,
Grant Daniel, November 10, 1993.
Gail Von Dras hek, '79, a nd James
Cordon, a daughter, Madeleine, July 6,
1993.
James and Patrica Ries Young, ' 79, a son,
Gabriel Jake, September 11, 1990.

1980's
James and Anne Smith Cornelius, both
' 81, a daughter, Margaret Murray,
September 5, 1993.
Kathleen DeMets, '81, a nd Greg Bollom,
a daughter, Emily, July 27, 1993.
Jack and Julie Folz Erkilla, both '81, a
daughter, Rachael Elizabeth, February 25,
1993.
Ann Whereat and John Traylor, both ' 81,
a daughter, Rosemary, August 29, 1993.
Stuart Winte r, ' 83, and Beth Crawley, a
da ughter, Catherine Elizabeth, May 14,
1993.
Regula Vitt, '83, and David Arnosti, '82,
a son, Dominic Ruben, October 16, 1993.
Nancy Owe ns, '83, and Pa ul Fraser, '84,
a son, William Owens, November 28,
1993.
Erik O ste nso, '83, and Chrysa Bayer, '85,
a daughter, Victoria, Ju ne 16, 1993.
Kimberly and Daniel Browdie, '86, a son,
Chase, November 17,1993.
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Michael and Nancy Na uschultz Fis he r,
both '86, a daughter, Katherine Ann,
August16, 1993.
lisa A lcorn, '86, and Steve Landay, a
daughter, Abigail Grace, May 21, 1993.
Johanna Stassi, ' 85, a nd Chris
Mosbarger, '86, a son, Daniel August,
November 28, 1993.
David and Christine Hoelt er Ryan, '86, a
daughter, Vanessa Margaret, August 1,
1993.
Pa ula Cwik, '86, and Michael Straaton,
'84, a daughter, Elise Katherine, June 22,
1993.
Scott and Carrie Winkler, both '86, a
daughter, Caitlynn Sharon, May 30, 1993.
Heath er Haen, '88, and Pete Anderson,
'85, a daughter, Margaret H aen, March
25, 1993.
Jenny Sue Bucholz, '88, a nd Steve
Dobbe, '87, a son, Zachary, January 25,
1993.
Jon a nd Daryl Taylor Coha n, '88, a
daughter, Alison Sari, December 9, 1993.
Nara Hulbert, '90 and Tom De tie nne,
'88, a daughter, Natalie Rose, March 30,
1994.

Deaths
1920's
Roland A. Klaus, ' 20, Verona Wisconsin,
January 11, 1994.
Lester A. Balliet, '22, Appleton,
Wisconsin, January 22, 1994; survived by
his niece, Ellen Balliet Gregory, '36; and
sister-in-law, Vivian Balliet, '22.
Kathe rin e Fitzloff, '25, Fargo, North
Dakota, October 18, 1993.
Cerise Postel Tichenor, '25, Muscoda,
Wisconsin, January 15, 1994.
Luella Lippert Thomas, M-0'26,
Milwau kee, Wisconsin, January 31, 1994.
H ele n Diderrich Wheelder, '27,
Manitowoc, Wisconsin, January 19, 1994;
survived by her sister, Alice Diderrich,
'26; and nephew, Grant Wheeler, '65.
Ra mona Fox Fickes, '28, OroviUe,
California, September 28, 1993.
Fern Roblee Heinz!, '29, Appleton,
Wisconsin, February 4, 1994.
He rtha Kirten Tatle, M-0'29,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Dece mber 16,
1993.

1930's
Maybelle Mais, '31, Appleton,
Wisconsin, February 28, 1994.
Ileen Dutch e r Manier, '33, Scottsdale,
Arizona, December 3, 1993; survived by
her husband, Alex Manier, '32.
Cha rlotte Kruke Miller, '34, Wauwatosa,
Wisconsin, January 16, 1994.
Marcella Scha u s Makela, '34, Negaunee,
Michigan, February 10, 1994
Dorothy V. Walters, '34, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, November 6, 1993.

Sylvia Dubs ky Wannuth, '37, Los
Angeles, California, 1993.
Clifford A. O sen, '37, Green Bay,
Wisconsin, January 10, 1994; s urvived by
his brother, Robert Osen, ' 43; a nd sister,
Marjory Osen Switzer, '38.
Elizabeth Steffe n, M-0'37, Racine,
Wisconsin, December 13, 1993.

1940's
Malco m K. Pe terson, '41, Dallas, Texas,
December 22, 1993; su rvived by his
brother, Perry Peterson, '38.
Anita Stroetz Boneburg, M-D'42, West
Long Branch, New jersey, January 1994.
William H. Nolan, Jr., '44, Paradise,
California, January 19, 1994; su rvived by
his wife, Margie; brother, Robert Nolan,
'50; brother, James Nolan, '49; and
nephew, Joh n Seaborne, Jr., 73.
John B. Secord, '46, Madison, Wisconsin,
September 18, 1993; su rvived by his sister, Laura Secord Ballsrud, '48.
G le nn Butterfield, '47, L,s Vegas,
Nevada, June 6, 1993.

1950's
Marily n Hockings Wal ther, '50,
Menomonee Fails, Wisconsin, January
1993.
Marietta Thompson, '52, Midlothian,
lllinois, September 1993.
Nadine Eisn er Michalski, C '52,
Elizabeth, New Jersey.
John Willey, '53, Rockaway, New Jersey,
December 17, 1993.

1960's
Thomas C. Hillman, '60, Stevens Point,
Wisconsin, January 12, 1994; survived by
his father, Arnold Hillman, '29; daughter,
Catherine H illman Roe, '83; and son-inlaw, Michael Roe, '83.

1970's
Charles Tillman, '73, Brooklyn, New
York, Ja nua ry 1, 1994.
Eloise Frick Ch e rven, '76, Came ron Park,
California, February 24, 1993.

Faculty
LaVahn ("Blondie") Maesch ' 25,
Sun City, Arizona, retired dean of the
Lawrence University Conservatory of
Music, died May 5, 1994. He was 89.
Maesch, w hose career with the college
spanned more tha n forty years, received
a Bachelor of Arts degree in music from
Lawrence and his maste r's from Eastman
School of Music in Rochester, New York.
Mr. Maesch joined the Lawrence faculty
as an instructor in 1926, achieved full
professor status in 1938, and was named
dean of the conservatory in 1954. As
dean, he played a key role in the design
of the Music-Drama Center, w hich
opened in 1959. Mr. Maesch retired in
1970. He received the alumni associa-
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tion's Distinguished Service Award in
1960. Mr. Maesch is survived by his wife
Madge and two dau ghters. Gifts in memory of Mr. Maesch may be sent in care of
the development office of Lawrence
University. A summary of the career of
Mr. Maesch will appea r in the fall issue
of Lawrence Today.
Dr. Elisabeth Koffka, Appleton,
W isconsin, a history professor at
Lawrence for ten years, died on Friday,
Apri\ 15, 1994. She was 97. Dr. Koffka
served first as an instructor in history
and later as professor of history at Smith
College in Northampton, Massachusetts,
from 1930 to 1961. Upon her retirement,
s he received a New York Foundation
Visiting Professorship w hich brought her
to Lawrence, where she taught as a
p rofessor of history and professor of
history emerita. A summary of the career
of D r. Koffka will appea r in the fall issue
of Lawrence Today.

Friends
Dorothy Walte r, Appleton, Wisconsin,
December 21, 1993. Dorothy and her
husband, George, were Brokaw resident
supervisors in 1946. George late r became
the Dean of Men, head of teacher-educations, and director of Lawrence's Up ward
Bound Program. Both were active members of the Lawrence community through
the mid-1980's. Dorothy is survived by
her husband George.
Correction:
Because of incorrect information
received, the Spring '93 issue of Lmvrence
Today reported that Sallie Saunders
Wright, M-D'37, had died. Mrs. Wright is
in very good health and still residing at: 6
Rue C hamonix, Newport Beach, CA
92660. We regret any inconvenience this
error may have caused.

Marriages
1970's
Tim Brow n, '72, a nd Sally Larisch,
December 28, 1993.
Patricia Ries, '79, and James You ng, 1990.

1980's
Lisa Ma rie Brady, '81, and David Tuttle,
November 1992.
Hele n Snook, '81, a nd Steve Stratakos,
October 1993.
Elle n Sayles, '83, and Daniel Gardner,
December 31, 1993.
John Dutzow, '86, and Sherry Todd,
Ja nuary 2,1993.
Douglas Mauck, '88, a nd Kimberly Ann
Wiltse, October 4, 1993.
T ony G rad e, '88 and Megan Burdick,
'90, August 1993.

COMING

up

AN OFFERING OF COMING ATTRACTIONS

A TIME TO CELEBRATE
SUNDAY, JUNE 12
No more a ll-nighte rs, no more blue books, no more burgers at The Grill.
Tha t's right it's graduation time fo r the Class o f 1994. Some 300 senio rs
will receive their diplo mas Sunday, June 12 , on the Main H all green.
Commencement w ill also note the r etirem ent o f tw o longtime faculty
members, Professor of Music John Koo pman and Associate Professor of
German H. H a rtmut Gerlach. Both Koopman and Gerlach will receive
honorary Maste r of Arts, ad eundem, d egrees.

ON THE RIGHT TRAIL
FRIDAY - SUNDAY, JUNE 17-19
Steve Landfried, '66, w ill sha re his experience using the
Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race as a means of getting students
excited about learning during Reunjon Weekend June 17-19.
Landfried will talk about his trailblazing work centered
around "The Last Great Race" at 3:00 p .m. Saturday, June 18.

PARENTS WEEKEND WINGDING
FRIDAY- SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 4- 6
Grammy awa rd ~ winner Queen Ida and the Bon Te mps Zyd eco
Ba nd highlight a slew of e ntertainment a nd activities du ring
Parents Weekend November 4- 6. Zydeco (it rhy mes with Idaho)
is traditional Creole a nd Caj un music-mostly polkas a nd
waltzes-combined with d ashes of blues, country western, a nd
rock. Queen Ida will perform at 8:00p.m. Saturday in Memorial
Chapel. In other foot~stomping action that day, the football team
will host Ripon in the afternoon in the last game of the season.
For more information, call Pa rents Weekend coordinator
Marge Swain, (414) 832-6556.

Beethoven was given a Broadwood grand piano in 1818 with which his reputation became entangled because it was loud, he was
deaf, and he wrote several famous sonatas on it (opp. 106, 109, 110, I 11). Lawrence has been given a piano identical in every
regard, except decoration. When restored, it will be the only such piano in North America, and one of the few in the world.
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